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Find a place to party: 
check out local clubs 
Students forgotten as 
retirees go to the polls 
Bethune-Cookman falls 
to rain, UCF's offense 
.Future© 
Serving The University of Central Florida Since 1968 
Business · stration 
opens doors for Greeks · 
by Jennifer Burgess 
STAFF REPORTER 
Richard Huseman, dean of 
Business Administration, 
agreed last week to modify the 
policy concerning student use of 
the Business Administration 
Building. 
The old policy, which was 
called "discriminatory" by_Stu-
dent Government, was changed 
due to pleas from students on 
campus. 
Originally, Huseman wanted 
.CLEAN SAND 
to restrict use of rooms in the 
building to business organiza-
tions because damage had been 
done to rooms by other groups, 
he said. 
However, Student Govern-
ment passed a resolution ask-
ing Huseman to change his 
policy. 
Jason DiBona, student body 
president, is satisfied with the 
modified policy. 
"He was willing to come to an 
agreement. I think everyone is 
satisfied with the agreement," 
DiBona said. 
According to Huseman, the 
new policy allows an organiza-
tion to use one of the rooms in 
the Business Administration 
Building if the purpose of the 
meeting is academic, profes-
sional or service oriented. He 
said business groups would still 
be granted priority. 
He also said few rooms are · 
available for this purpose _be-
cause of the amount of night 
Dean of Education William Johnson resigned as an 
HUSEMAN continued page 7 administrator to teach full time. (John RlveratFUTURE) 
Johnson goes back 
to basics: teaching 
by Kendra Panton 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF'sDeanofEducation,Dr. 
William Johnson, is stepping 
down from administration to 
teach full time in the classroom. 
"This is an opportunity to do 
what I love to do best ... teach-
ing. I am a teacher. I never 
oonside-red administration life's 
work," Johnson said. 
Although Johnson has con-
tinued to teach at least one class· 
a semester over the years, he 
wants to go back full time. 
Johnson has had 22 years of 
experience in administration 
with prior experience as a high 
sch ool principal and teacher and 
was dean at Colombia State be-
fore coming to UCF. 
After his resignation, he will 
take his semester leave and con-
tinue his research assignment on 
education policy studies. He will 
start teaching in the fall of1994. 
Although Johnson has writ-
ten and published one book, 
working as an administrator 
does not allow him much time to 
write. He said he hopes that he 
will have enough time after h · s 
resignation to begin another book. 
During his six years at UCF, 
Johnson has provided education 
opportunities for a wider num-
ber of people who want to be-
. corne teachers. He also has de-
veloped a multi-source of fund-
ing for the department. 
/ -when J ohnson started at 
UCF, the budget was a t 
$500,000. Now the budget is at 
$4 million. 
. Jennifer L. Peace, UCF's Daytona Beach campus SG coordinator, and Lisa Phillips, 
SG public relations assistant, partipate-in an annual beach clean up. (Sandra L KarrtFUTUREJ 
Johnson will continue to act 
as dean untilAug. 7, 1993when 
his resignation will be official. 
Until then, a meeting will be 
held in early October 1992 to 
discuss who will be taking his 
place. However, no decisions 
have been made yet. 
He has also worked to open 
public relations with the public 
schools and says his most satis-
fying accomplishment was his 
role in personnel changes and 
staff development from 60 fac-
ulty members t~ 90 members. 
\ . 
Students travel to Tallahassee to protest state education cuts 
by Rebecca Falcon 
STAFF REPORTER 
UCF students joined students from 
FSU and F AMUiastTuesday in a march 
at the capital to protect the cause of 
higher education. 
StudentsralliedinTallahasseetodem- · 
onstrate their concerns on the iinpact of 
the budget cuts. 
The seven members of Student Gov-
ernment who represented UCF were: 
Jason DiBona, president; Tom Leek, di-
rector of legislative affairs; Chris Mar-
lin, public relations director; Bob R. 
Cherry, attorney general; Don Langley, 
chairman of Organizations, Appropria-
tions and Funding; David 
Groover, chairman of the Elec-
tions and Appointment Com-
mittee; and Brian Gleecen, as-
sistant director of Legislative 
Affairs. · 
They attended the "Wake 
for the Death of Higher Education." 
DiBona attended a meeting with other 
SG presidents to discuss the march and 
the problems that each university is fac-
ing due to budget cuts. He said the main 
concern of all the universities was the 
possibilityofhavingto close for the sum-
mer. 
When the meeting acljourned, "to our 
disbelief, there were thousands of stu-
dents wa~ting to be led to the 
capital," DiBona said. 
There, students were able to 
voice their coBcerns to the gov-
ernor and listen to several guest 
speakers discuss the issue. 
Education Commissioner 
Betty Castor urged the support for stu-
dents to stand up for their rights. Other 
speakers included: State Board of Re-
gent Chancellor Charles Reed, FSU 
President Dale Lick and Secretary of 
State Jim Smith. 
DiBona explained the acts of the dem-
onstrators by saying, "We're looking for 
revenue, we're not saying where it should 
come from. It's not our job, that's · why 
we've elected officials. But the governor 
won't award the funds unless people cry 
out." 
Marlin said the march was "a new 
wave of student activism." He said par-
ents of students, who are registered vot-
ers, are concerned about the education 
system and see the State University 
System as an important factor in main-
taining the education for Florida, and 
the march is just the beginning of many 
demonstrations. 
In coordination and conjunction with 
all student governments across Florida, 
UCFs SG will kick off a letter-writing 
campaign and awareness drive on the 
Green Wednesday. · 
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~ILSJ\TUlN .. ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS . 
0 N. c A M , u s UNIVERSITI OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS AcrMTIES BoARD· 
Sun 
~ 
MOVIE: 
Attack of the · 
Killer Tomatoes 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 
. : ( 
~ · 
MOVIE: 
Phantom of the 
Paradise 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 
~ 
MOVIE: 
Shocker 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC · 
~· 
MOVIE: 
It Came from 
Outer Space 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 
OCI'OBER 
Mon Tue ·Wect Thu 
•EJ ~ MOVIE: 
MOVIE: · 
Brazil 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 
Want to help Rebecca Tex & 
schedule movies Greg Eyma 
and sp~cia! film COMEDY sc Green 
evengn:~~n the SPECIAL EVENT: 11 am-1 pm . 
committee! Jonathan MOVIE: 
X2611 Solomon & The Blob 
~CAB=::: Elon Gold 6:30 & 9pm 
CIMPUs AcTivmES Bouo SCA 9:00 pm SAC 
/~ 
• Irish Tradewlnds 
- SC Green 
Bands£ 11 am-1 pm 
Tht . MOVIE: 
Generators/ Fatal Attracttion 
Life & Times 6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 8:00 pm SAC 
Want to help El program ballets, theater, and multi-cultural events? Join the Cultural 
Arts committe~! entriloquist MOVIE: 
X2611 Dan Horn , The Shining 
~:« CAB :::: 6:30 & 9pm 
CAMiaus Acnv1ms BOARD SAC 9:00 pm SAC 
HOME~OMING I! 
HOOPLA 
5~VEHiEB HUHI 5KII HlitlI 8PM UCF ARENA 
I BAHDQHIHE FEATURING COSTUME BALU 
iRIDl COMEDIAN VIDEO DANCE 
11AM DON REED PARTY 
A Clockwork 
Orange 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 
MOVIE: 
Little Shop of 
Horrors 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 
MOVIE: 
Presumed 
Innocent 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 
El 
MOVIE: 
Misery 
6:30 & 9pm 
SAC 
HALLgWEEH 
/: 
KNIGHifESI . 
TRICK OR TREATING 
5:30 PM STUDENT . 
CENTER 
3-D MOVIE 9PM 
SAC 
Fri Sat 
·I 
Interested in El 
comm_unity ser~ice MOVIE· 
pro1ects? Jom · 
Volunteer UCF! Teenage Mutant 
X2611 Ninja Turtles 
W: CAB:::: 1 & 3pm 
CAMPUS AcTIVITIES 80ARD SAC 
CgWoeJY 
KHIGHI PARADl 
HQME~OMIHG 
~OH~ERT 
UCFARENA 
Want the facts? 
Call the CAB 
Hotline! 
823-4UCF 
~CAil:::: 
CAMPUS AcIIVITIES loaRD 
Want to help 
schedule movies 
and special film 
events? Join the 
Cinema 
committe.e! 
X2611 
~ii::::: CAB :::: 
CAMPUS AcTIVITIES BOARD 
EJ_ 
MOVIE: 
Peter Pan 
1 & 3pm 
SAC 
H~Ml~~MING H 
BA'1 
9AM LAKE CLAIRE 
IAILGATE PARTY 
4 PM TINKER FIELD 
FOOTBALL 
SAVANNAH STATE 
@ UCF 7:00 PM 
CITRUS BOWL 
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Junior high school kids 
explore campus life at UCF 
by Marjoto Levy 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A program funded by the Federal 
Government is allowing 8th-graders to 
participate in visiting either a vocational 
school or a university. For the students 
who wanted to see what college life was 
like, they got their chance with UCF. 
About 100 junior high school students 
from OkeechobeeJunior High caineto UCF 
for a day of activities on Sept. 20. The 
program is based on a grant given by the 
government' to try to get these adolescent 
students to think of college as an option. 
the students had a lot of different ideas of 
what college was like. 
"I especially wanted to stress that 
college is fun," DiBona said. 
After DiBona's talk, the students were 
broken up into small groups with an 0-
team leader from UCF. The groups then 
visited the library, gym, bookstore, stu-
dent center and other places of interest 
to them. The groups were also involved 
in games that challenged their college 
knowledge. 
At the end of the day, the Chemistry 
and Robotics Clubs put a show on for 
them at the Arena. 
The students went home with more 
than a bag full of UCF souvenirs . 
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Jason DiBona, student body presi-
dent, started the day by chatting with 
the students about college life. They 
talked about the difference between their 
junior high school classes versus an av-
erage college class. Accordingto DiBona, 
"I think this will definitely leave a 
strong impression in their lives," said 
Candy Crawford, director of community 
relations for UCF. 
~ Michael Wotherspoon of the Orientation 'team helps Okeechobee 
middle school students get a glimpse pf college life. <J~hn R1vera1FUTURE) 
UCF _kicks off Crime Pievention 
Month with fair on .the Green 
by Sandra Pedicinl 
STAFF REPORTER 
Tuesday marks the beginning of National 
Crime Prevention Month at UCF. 
On Tuesday morning, groups and individuals 
who have contributed to crime prevention on 
campus will be recognized for their efforts. An 
awards breakfast was slated but was cancelled 
due to lack of funds. 
A "flea market style" fair will take place 
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the Green. 
Law enforcement groups, security product dis- · 
tributors and community groups will have dis-
plays to inform students about crime prevention 
oncamp~s . . 
There will also be a student government lost 
and found auctfon, free bicycle registrations and 
a volleyball championship game between differ-
ent university police and other campus organiza-
tions who deal with crime prevention. 
Among the security items scheduled for dis-
play ·is a doorscope, an advanced version of a 
peephole . 
UCF Police Sgt. Sandra McClendon, one of the 
event's organizers, said the police department 
wants to plac·e themjn new residential facilities 
on campus. 
TO THE RESCUE 
"It's much better than a peephole," she said. 
"There's no distortion .er anything." 
''W~'re not displaying things that are too ex-
travagant to go out and purchase," she said. 
Other groups that will have displays are Or-· 
ange_ County Victims Advocates, Missing 
Children's Center, Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement, RESPONSE (sexual abuse center), 
the Division of Driver's Licenses, Mothers Against 
Drunk Drivers, the Naval Training Center's ca-
nine unit and campus crime prevention groups. 
Th~ Orange County Sheriff's Department cov-
ers the jurisdiction outside the UCF area, includ-
ing many apartmentcomplexes where UCF stu-
dents live. 
This marks the crime prevention fair's third 
year of existence. 
"It's growing," McClendon said. "It's been pro-
gressively growing every year because of more on- . 
campus involvement." 
The first year, she said, "people were just like, 
'Oh, what are they doing?' Just kjnd of wandered 
and looked at us," she said. 
This year more student groups such as Library 
Patrol and Safety Escort Patrol have been joining 
in efforts to increase crime awareness on campus. 
'fW e all kind ofhave to work hand in hand," she 
said. 
UCF student David Overstreet was injured Thursday while playing flag football. 
Overstreet is a member of the A TO fraternity. (Chartes K. Morrow/FUTURE) 
· Senate Run-oft Elections · 
Seat2-
College of Business 
Chris Riebold 222 
Mark Sutton 105 
Seat3- Tina Eloian 175 
· P.J. Powers 202 
State swipes reseive f:Und; 
studerit growth freezes 
by Jim Poppino 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The subject of the budget 
dominated the fall faculty as-
sembly meeting last Tuesday. 
Other issues ad-
dressed by the meet-
ip.g included the revi-
sion of the faculty con-
stitution and a review 
of the foreign language 
requirement. 
Interim President 
Robert Bryan told faculty that a 
5 percent reserve account had 
been taken by the state and 
could no longer be used by UCF; 
Bryan then asked that the fac-
ulty hold together and support 
each other duririg this budget 
crisis and reminded the audi-
ence that the situation was much 
worse in other states. 
Other budget related issues_ 
addressed by Provost Richard 
Astro, or asked by faculty mem-
bers, concerned a hiring policy, 
strategies in dealing with the 
budget cuts and enrollment 
limitations. 
According to administrators, 
there is no hiring freeze this 
year, but there are no positions 
to fill, either. The number of posi-
tions given and the number cut or 
lost evened out for this year. 
Astro said UCF could handle 
another small cut in the budget 
but that a larger cut of 5 to 6 
percent would be toµgh. He 
added that UCF had 
no strategy if a budget 
cut that large were to 
happen. The Provost 
_said they were dis-
couraging immediate 
replacements on any 
open positions in the 
future in order to save money. 
Accordingto Bryan, there will 
be no growth in the student 
population until more money is 
found for the budget. 
Also covered at the meeting 
was anew set of guidelines, pres-
ently in draft form, for faculty · 
senate committees. These new 
guidelines, if passed by the sen-
ate, would eliminate what the 
provost called a duplication of 
activity. 
There will also be a review of 
the foreign language require-
ment, to see if it is doing what it 
is supposed to be doing. · 
Bryan also encouraged par-
ticipation in the United Way fund 
drive, in order to show UCFs con-
cern for the community. 
General education. courses key 
to firiding jobs, Bry8n says 
by Julia Novotny 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
General education rourses help 
students land jobs because the 
employers feel they are hiring 
well-rounded people, said Interim 
PresidentRobertBry~ ata CAB-
sponsored Brown Bag luncheon 
last week. 
English and history majors 
usually go on to be teachers; engi-
neeringmajors become engineers, 
he.said. 
However, Bryan said thatsinre 
colleges require general educa-
tion courses, students do not have 
to find jobs that are traditionally 
related to their majors. For ex-
ample, Bryan said he knew an 
English major who became the 
vice president of IBM. Even 
though he had studied literature, 
hehadenoughknowledgeincom-
puters from his general educa-
tion courses to get a job at IBM. 
Another example Bryan gave 
was a chemistry major who be-
came a banker. 
The courses must change with 
the times. It would not be worth-
while to study only philosophy 
rourses today when computers 
are just as important to our soci-
ety. The Faculty ·8enate Board 
must meet to make changes in 
the general education program, 
BryaJ?, said. 
' ' 4 The Central Flo rida Future October 1, 1991 
American 
Red Cross 
He wants to do his taxes but he finds 
it too difficult to hold a pencil. 
Without your help, he may not be able 
to do them. 
Almost everybody has to file taxes, but not 
everyone can do it on their own. Volunteer and 
help make someone's taxes less taxing. Call 
1800 424-1040. 
A Public SeMce of This Publ1cat1on & ~! Internal f1» Revenue 
Service 
STUDENT 
LEGAL SERVICES 
PROBLEMS WITH? 
•LANDLORDS ·, 
•INSURANCE 
•CONTRACTS 
•POLICE 
NEED? 
•A WILL 
•NAME CHANGE 
•UNCONTESTED 
DISSOLUTION 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS 
\VITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH 
AS LANDLQRD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, 
1RAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED 
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRE-
. SENTATIONFREEOFCHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT: l ~ CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210, rsra MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-5PM 
- ... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' A SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC • 
:zr . , W! 
SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS • 
10 BE HELD AT: CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER 823-S841 · 
I' • 
SESSION DATE 
ORIENTATION Oct. 9, 1991 • 
~ ON THE ROAD TO FREEDOM II • Understand your habit: recording cigarcnes Oct. 16, 1991 •Health effects of smoking 
• Building mocivatioo to quit 
.. 
.. 
I WANTING TO QUIT i •"Why Do You Smoke"' Test Oct. 23, 1991 • Begin small groups and buddies • li'iggcrs and alternative coping • 
' 51ratcgics-your plan of action !• 
• 
~ QUIT NIGHT Oct. 30, 1991 • Reconfirming decision to quit • Panel o( ex-smokers 
•Help and support; contracts and rewards • 
~ WINNING STRATEGIES I Nov.1, 1991 • Wi1hdrawal symptoms and benefits of quitting • 48-hour report • Relaxation skills • 
• Learn to asscr1 yourself 
. 
Q THE NEW YOU • Lif estyte changes Nov. 6, 1991 : • Exercise and ~ight Control •Social situations • 
• Introduction o( Maintenance Manual 
• 
-
~ STAYING OFF Nov. 13, 1991 • More relaxation and exercise • Coping strategics • New self-image • 
-
' 
11 LETS CELEBRATE! • Lifestyle shifts Nov. 27, 1991 •Evaluation of program 
I • Graduation and celebration 
Sponsored by: • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Presidential Search 
Below is a list of all candidates who have applied for the job as 
president of U_CF. The deadline for submitting applications is Oct. a 
Demetrios Kazakos 
Jerry Kenig 
University of Virginia - Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering and Mathematics 
University of New Haven, School of Engineering -
Dean 
Candidate 
Ryan C. Amacher 
Thomas A. Bond 
Ray J. Bowen 
Terrance V. Brady 
Donald R. Bronsard 
James J. Callahan 
James l. Chase 
D~miel t-f. Cohen 
James C. Coomer 
Lawrence Davenport 
Position Albert M. Koller NASA - Total Quality Management and University 
Liaison Office 
Clemson, College of Commerce and Industry- Dean Scott A. Levin ArthW Andersen and Co. - Director of Productivity 
American Association of State Colleges and Universi- Enhancement · 
ties -Senior Consultant Clara Lovett George Mason - Provost/V.P. Academic Affairs 
University of Washington; College of Engineering - H.A. Merklein Private; Energy Information Administration - Consult-
Dean ant; Former Administrator 
Northern Virginia Community College, Coordinator of Thomas D. Moore Kent State - Provost and V.P. Academic and Student 
Extended Day Services Affairs 
Luzerne County Community College- CEO Russell J. Nazzaro Stockton State College-V.P. Academic Affairs 
Brandeis -Acting Dean James S. Payne University of Mississippi, School of Education - Dean . 
Harp:s Inc. - Corporate Training Director · and Professor 
lndiaQa University- Chancellor Gary W. Poehlein Georgia Institute of Technology _: -y.P~ l{lt~rdiscipli-
Mercer - Sr. V.P. Academic Affairs nary Programs . · 
·uc-san Frans.isco, University Advancement and George Ross' Ridge ·. NIA -
Planning - Associate Vice Chancellor . Roger Alan Ritvo University of New Hampshire, School of Health and 
Charles R. Dees Seton Hall - Vice Chancellor of University Affairs Human Services - Dean and Professor 
Allan DeGuilio Western New Mexico-Acting President Joseph E. Rowe PPG Industries, Inc. -V.P. and Chief Scientist 
Charles B. Eichelberger The Pentagon - Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence Donald G. Scott The Institute for Free EAterprise Education - Presi-
(U.S. Army) dent and Founder 
William W. Eidson Loyola - Professor of Physics; Past Dean of the Martin M. Sh_apiro NIA 
College of Arts and Sciences · ·· · Hamid'Shirvarii · Univer5ity of Colorado - Professor of Architectur~ 
·Richatd'J. Erickson The'PentagOn-Assistant to the Dfrecior of Foreign .. . .~. . . . ~ . . and.Urban Design_ .. ' . ' . 
_. .,_ . . , ~- · ·· -· .. ;: · .,.. . . ~i.filary~ights!'ffalrs .. ... . . _· ~.~, . - :.-. · ~·-~ •'·~rthu(E. .. ~t~nard ·· ... DeV~lnstitut~~f~ec~ngl~y ·-:-. rr~.sid~nt?~d·.cto 
:., . ~ ·-- · ~· ·~- ,,.,Eug~n~ F. ~i~~in .. ,Kelter Building PrQ~~ct~ -.er~ .. ~id~n_t · .. 1~ • ' • . • • ... ~ .fra.r:i~- ~·~ T,antillo , . '· North~esterr:i _~~tua! ~!~~ r!'ls~!~~~~-C~mp~n~ -;:- .. , 
.. 
• 
., 
• 
• 
St~nley L Fnedlander CilY College, City University of New York- Professor . Manager for lnvestme~nts 
· of Economics · Robert K. Vincent Geospectra Corp. - Chairman, CEO and Founder 
Bernard T. Gillis Yo~ngs~on State - Provost The followng candidates have been nominated for the UCF presidency. 
Milton Grodsky University of Maryla~d, ~enter fo~ the Study of Man- These nominees are from the UCF area 
Gary L. Hascall 
Kermit M. Henninger 
John J. Hunt 
Constantine Kalogeras 
Marshall H. Kaplan 
Demetrios Kazakos 
agement and Orgarnzat1ons- Director 
National Steel Corporation, Systems and Administra- ·. 
tionlDevelopment - Manager; Outside Processor 
NIA 
Florida Atlantic - Associate Professor,· Education 
Georgian Court College (NJ) - Professor 
Research and Acquisition Services - President 
University of Virginia - Professor of Electrical Engi-
Michael Bass 
John R. Bolte 
William G. Callarman 
William. Frederick 
Paul Gianiri 
Richard C. Huseman 
Harvey S. Lewis 
V .P. Research 
V.P. Administration and Finance 
Management Deparment - Professor 
Mayor of Or1ando 
VCC - President 
College of Business Administration - Dean 
Associate Dear\IProfessor of Finance 
COMING WEDNESDAY OCTO~_ER 2nd, 1991 
: . ,."'l, 
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT 
.. ~ 
SPONSORED BY THE UCF CAREER RESOURCE CENTER 
J •• 
A CHANCE FOR UCF STUDENTS AND 
EMPLOYERS TO MEET AND D~SCUSS 
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS 
Transworld Temporaries 
Talent Tree Personnel Se~ice{'. 
Vistana Resort . 
Walt Disney World Co. 
SunBank 
The Orlando Sentinel 
Florafax International 
Martin ·Marietta 
Sea World 
First Unitn National .Bank 
Holiday Inn (Orlando Int'l Airport) 
TempTalent Inc. 
United Parcel Service 
Roadway Package System, Inc. 
Radio Shack 
. LOCA f:IoN : College of . Business iAdministration Building Atrium . 
ME : 9:00 a.m. to Noon ! • • 
:•1 • 
For Furt · .r Information, Contact Corinne· Russo in the Career Resource Center, Admin. 124, 823-2361 
-----· 
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UCF's 'Starshot' rocket soms to first place in Nevada 
Victroy rewards _engine~r's 3 years of 
work on 10-foot fiberglass rocket 
by Jennifer Kosloski 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
There is a group of students 
on campus that takes UCFs 
motto, "Reach For the Stars," lit-
erally. 
Students for the Exploration 
and Development of Space won 
first place in a national LDRS-X 
competition at the Black Rock 
Dry Lake Bed· in Nevada with 
their "Starshot" rocket on Aug. 
~ 17. 
The Starshot won first place 
at the competition for the high-
est tracked flight of 22,211 feet. 
It was also recorded as the sec-
ond highest nonmetallic, high 
power, experimental and non-
professional rocket flight in the 
United States. 
"It exploited some of tlie new 
technologies that could be used 
atmospheric data," said 
Fernando Santos, vice president 
ofSEDS. 
T.ae Starshot rocket project 
was called Elkhorn. Starshot 
was built to explore America's 
new frontier, space, like 
Theodore Roosevelt's ranch out 
west on the American frontier. 
The construction of the 
rocket began in June of 19.88. 
The 10-foot, 45-inch rocket was 
made from fiberglass and con-
tained two Vulcan L750motors. 
SEDS received funding for the 
Elkhorn project from Student 
Government. · 
Six engineering students, 
Larry Blanchard, Santos, Shane 
Clamme, Glen Fuller, ChiJ>, 
Wuerz and Sagar Chari, com-
mitted themselves to develop-
ment.of the rocket. Four gradu-
ated before they were able to see 
their hard work pay off. 
"This was a very complex 
project and the rocket was de-
signed completely by students," 
said Wuerz, project manager of 
the Elkhorn project. 
Wuerz has been building and 
designing rockets since he was 
12. 
"It's a challenging project. I 
like it," Wuerz said. 
Wuerz is working on some- . 
thing bigger. Wuerz and another 
group of engineers are working 
on another rocket. 
· Thistimetheyhavehelpfrom 
Richard Kuzma of Inergon, a 
company that builds motors. 
Kuzma is a member of Tripoli, a 
nonprofit organization formed 
for the developmentofhigh pow-
ered rocketry. 
Wuerz hopes to get more stu-
dents involved in working on 
this new project. 
Their goal is to set a new 
world record for the highest 
flight of a nonmetallic, experi-
mental and nonprofessional 
rocket. With the flight of the 
Starshot, they were only 2,560 
ft. from besting the U.S. record. 
SEDS has about 20 mem-
lu,,.c: !'lnrl TTIPPh:: WPP"k lv t .n rl1 C:-
Citizen Salu 
,l ' . 
Students for the Exploration and Development of Space won first place in a national LDRS-
X compet~ion. The students stand wit_h Congressman Jim Baa:;hus. (courtesy1sEos1 
cuss current issue/ 'and develop 
student awareness of new ad-
vances in space exploration. 
The club was formed on cam-
pus in 1988 and the driving 
force behind forming a SEDS 
chapter at UCF w_as Jim Bryce. 
Rl"vt>P nnw t.P~rhPc: ~t. t .hP 
Int,ernational Space Univer-
sity. . 
SEDS is involved politically. 
The club has written to con-
gressman asking them to sup-
port programs such as the space 
station that NASA is working 
. on :mil thP. nP.w hvnP.rsoni~ 
plane. 
Some of the activities they 
participate in are holding sym-
posiums on current space is-
sues, having speakers come 
and talk to them and a recent 
project was cleaning up launch 
oads. 
UCF IS DYING!!! 
, o o
0 
- and so is FSU, UF, UNF, ,FAU, FIU, USF, UWF, and FAMU. ~ di~ 
. State Leaders are killing higher education. ~ m 
ONLY YOUcAN oo SOMETHING ABOUT IT!~ 
Wednes ay, October 2nd V 
on.the Green & in front of the .Library, Student Government 
will be· coordinating a l"etter writing and awareness campaign. 
Take part in this STATEWIDE effort to ~TOP the 
destruction. of the State University System a·nd 
~· '~f, Y 0 UR educati.on! \\tbt~ 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
ne & 1~/t of t/z,e ttar/el(t;f 
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Linguistics major severed 
to enhance other tracks 
LOOK AT THAT 
by Cindy Barth 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCFs English department 
has voted to discontinue the 
undergraduate track in linguis-
tics for English majors. 
The department will continue 
to sponsor a minor in linguistics 
as well as offer courses that sup-
port the literature and writing 
concentrations. 
Dr. John Schell, dean of the 
English.department, said it will 
take two years to close down the 
program. 
· In the meantime, any gradu-
ating seniors will be helped. 
"No one is not going to be able 
to graduate. We'll make substi-
tutions, off er independent stud-
ies or do· whatever we have to to 
make sure no graduating senior 
is hurt," Schell said . 
Garin Williamson, English literature, and Julia Anderson, English education, work on 
the LUIS computer terminal in the library this week. (Michael DeHoo~FuruREJ 
English majors have the 
choice of four tracks: literature, 
creative writing, technical writ-
ing and linguistics. 
The department will concen- -
trate efforts in the other three 
/ 
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tracks. . 
Schell said the decision will 
not affect many students. "Lin-
guistics has always been the 
least popular track because it is 
a different kind of subject mat-
ter," Schell said. 
Courses will still be of-
fered in History of the En-
glish Language, Introduc-
tion to Linguistics, and 
graduate courses such as 
Principles of Linguistics. 
"We'll maintain those courses 
which ·complement our other 
tracks," Schell said. _ 
''We're just limiting the op-
portunity for students to do a 
concentration in this area." 
Schell said the department 
spent time looking at the fact 
that its faculty was spread out 
pretty thin. 
The decision was made to put 
more emphasis on the future of 
the other tracks. 
"It was a difficult decision," 
Schell said. "We have to put 
resources into those tracks 
where we want to grow." 
IWSEMAN 
FROM PAGE 1 
classes in the building. 
Greg Mason, Greek Affairs 
coordinator, said he feels that 
all groups, including Greek or-
ganizations, have a "right to be 
able to use buildings." 
"We promote scholarships 
and academic as much as 
any other organization on 
campus . 
We also do community 
service. 
Last year Greeks raised 
$116,000forthecommunityand 
did 9,000 hours of community 
service," said Jenny Latran, 
president of the Panhellenic 
Council. · 
David Overstreet, president 
of the Inter Fraternity Council, 
saidhefeelsHuseman was"try-
ing to. take care of the Business 
Building by not allowing any 
social events." 
Latran said she felt that 
Huseman did not understand 
that Greek organizations are not 
purely social. 
For example, Latran said 
last semester Greek organiza-
tions met in the Business Ad-
ministration Building to do a 
phone-a-thon. 
The Greeks raised $72,000 
which went to the university 
for scholarships. 
"He was setting up a priority 
on how to use the building and 
-didn't want any social events," 
Overstreet said. 
"He said he felt that Greek 
meetings were social and that 
he wanted to maintain a pro-
fessional image for the build-
ing." 
Latran and Overstreet ex-
plained to Huseman that Greek 
meetings are business. 
"We had to show him what 
really went on. 
Our meetings are organized 
and we use parliamentary pro-
cedure," Latran said. 
SG and the Greek organiza-
tions feel the modified policy is 
acceptable. 
Latran said, "We found out 
that he wasn't out to bash fra-
ternities and sororities . 
I think everyone is happy with 
the outcome." 
The Central Florida Future 
Orlando residents tell 
Sentinel that state's 
education isn't vital 
P riorities, that's what America needs to set. What is important t<;> the functioning of the country should be evaluated and imple-
mented. Also, the people NOT involved in the 
functioning, on a service SHOULD NOT be con-
sulted of whether or not to keep a program, for 
example, education. ''Wait," you're saying. "Every-
one uses education, or at least ~veryone should." 
Well, you're wrong. After most people have :fin-
ished With education (they've gone and so have 
their kids), they forget where it came from and say 
@*&# it, it's not MY job to help those who aren't 
educated. · · 
America has lost her sparkle. As the world gets 
more and more advanced, so does the need to keep 
up with rest of the world. "Oh boy," you're saying 
again. ''You're wrong there, America is the best!" If 
America is the best, then why are people I?.aving to 
march on the state capital to get an education? If 
America can kick world ass, then why do other 
countries have higher literacy and employment? 
But wait, consider what was said about those 
who have their education and don't want to help. 
Reflect on last week's Sound Off responses in The 
Orlando Sentinel. One man said that the schools 
are top heavy and we should "trim it down 
first ... When 1 was a kid, one teacher taught three 
grades. No~ when they get 20 kids in a classroom, 
they're (teachers) crying." This shows intelligence. 
How astutely this 58-year-old man noticed that 
first we should cut from something that hasn't 
gotten anything extra for a while. Also this keen 
mind notices how under-worked the teachers are. 
Of course, the current 45 student limit is a tad bit 
off from bis 20; but he does make a sure-fire 
suggestion when he suggested that teachers take 
on several other grades. Surely the third-grade 
teachers (actually any teacher would suggest more 
violent methods) will applaud this man for sug-
gesting they_ control about 100 children ages 6 ~ 9 
all day. This is pretty cheap day care. 
Maybe he is an extreme case. Perhaps another 
person with similar views will help to convince you 
of the craziness that exists in the real world. A 55-
year-oldman said, 'They need to make cuts. There's 
a lot of waste in schools. They can cut some of their 
pet projects.) PET PROJECTS!?!?! Oh, maybe he 
means the Writing Enhancement Program ... but 
wait, that was cut last year. Maybe the 'program' 
that teaches re~ding should be cut. 
Another illuminated respondent (who is 75) 
said, ''They're just wasting so much of the money~ 
as it is ... and what happened to the lottery money 
that was supposed to go to the schools?" Yes! They 
are wasting money. DON'T BUY BOOKS. That 
would cut a lot off the budget. And what about that 
lottery money? That lottery money was designed 
to supplement Florida schools, not support them. 
Trying to keep education afloat was not the inten-
tion, but rather to build new facilities. Thus the 
money is pegged for buildings. The lottery has not 
made the same kind of money it did last year. 
People still play, but nQt as many. As a result, the 
funds aren't there. Only 38 cents out of every dollar 
goes to the schools. 
Another caller said that he felt too much was 
being spent on sports in the schools. If one would 
closely examine the sports programs, they would 
realize that most programs at high schools are 
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Cards and politics both prove useful 
Brian Goercke 
NAKED EXPRESSION 
I am sorry I have not learnt ro play cards. It is very useful in life: it generates kindness and consoli-dates society." - Samuel Johnson 
Of the many games that this universe has offered up, 
the sport that would most successfully claim and brand 
its victims defeated would-come robe known as politics. 
Deep within the rherorical caverns of politics, assas-
sins of truth and justice would rise froµi an equally 
miserable pack, promising to all a polyester messiah, 
yet yielding the likes of Ronnie the popular, King 
George, Jason of the Greeks and Jesse ''bone crusher" 
Helms. Theparticipant, thevoter, thevictim .. .isdgomed 
to the certain fate of never being adequately informed. 
It is in this dirty arena of politics that the rules are 
made for the individual and he, consequentially, must 
follow them no matter how stupid they may seem or 
confront OPD's finest nightsticks. It is also within this 
arena that societal folkways are sculpted and the 
individual has the possibility (not probability) of alter-
ing the way his environment thinks (or doesn't think) 
- however, it takes endurance, the politically correct 
temperament and a dozen jars of Maalox. 
Politics. The Arena. The First Round. Enter the 
information society. A society that has tortured me 
with Michelle Muro, Geraldo Rivera, Morton Downey 
Jr. and, yes, Brynner W. Yee. The information society 
is like a 500 piece jigsaw puzzle that only offers 150 
pieces to the contestant. It is this society where the 
individual must plow through the agendas ro find any 
semblance of truth. May, the '92 Olympics begin! 
The second round. Phase two. The lobbyists and 
their annoying as hell adds. "Last year, a three armed 
mutant iguana was released from the Bruce Babbitt 
'happy prison policy' program on a weekend furlough 
and maliciously ate 23 people at a McDonald's-VOTE 
BILL McCOLLUCH for a kinder, lovelier universe. " 
The final round. The polls, or the place where only 
the lonely compete. 
The enduring truth to the political game is that only 
the truly nasty win and only the truly stupid elect the 
truly nasty. It's a game of challenge, endurance, spite 
and lament-but never the truth, as it's front runners 
have roo much to lose by knowing it and, after all, 
there's a 15-yard penalty to any front runner found 
possessing the truth. 
Letters 
• Democrats have chance Even more absurd is the idea . 45 percent would re-elect George 
Herbert Walker Bush and less than 
30 percent think that this country 
is going in the right direction and 
that we should. continue to "stay 
the course." 
Editor: that the party needs to groom 
The ideas of Ed Bowes as men- young moderate-conservatives 
tioned in his commentary "New Life for the future of the party. If Mr. 
to a Stagnated Leadership ... " in Bowes was trying to illustrate 
the September 3rd issue of The that the Democratic Party lacks 
Central Florida Future are com- this type of political ideology, 
pletely ludicrous. then he is just plain wrong. 
To suggest that the Democratic Senator J.D. Rockefeller IV {D-
party needs to purge some of its West Virgi)1ia), Governor Wil-
membersjust because they may be liam Clinton {D-Arkansas), 
little out of mainstream is totally Senator Bob Kerrey {D-N e-
. absurd. braska) all have some moderate 
The Democratic Party is truly conservative political leanings 
anumbrellapartythatincorporates they are all under 55 years old 
a large sc?~e of ideas and ideals. - and all have great potential to 
When political figures no longer be president. 
represent their elecrorate, then·and Lastly, and certainly not the 
only then should they leave the least ludicrous idea is the no-
political arena. ti_on that the Democ;ats can not 
It is the responsibility of the vot- regain the White House in 1992! 
ers, not the party, to decide who The same polls that show Bush 
will take part in our democratic with an approval rating of 70 to 
processes. 75 percent also show that only 
When one analyzes the jssues 
that really matter to J ohn and Joan 
Public, like skyrocketing health 
care costs, the recession, the grow-
ing number of unemployed, the en-
vironment, education, child care .. 
.it becomes very clear that George 
-Bush has not lived up to being"The 
Environmental President" or "The 
Education President." 
Instead he has become the "Defi-
cit President," breaking both fiscal 
and overall records in deficit spend-
ing that our generation is going to 
have to find a way to pay. 
Mark Mollan 
political sci.ence 
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Feminists will deny freedom of choice when it suits them · 
Roy Fuoco 
SEEING THE LIGHT 
F reedom of choice. These words are not uncom-mon in the political arena. Feminists often an-grily shout these words to defend abortions. Yet, 
it's hard to take them seriously when they fail to extend 
that same right in other arenas. A recent incident 
shows how radical feminists care little about freedom 
of choice and freedom of speech when the two come up 
in opposition to their political agendas. 
First let's define the term feminist. Just because 
someone supports many of the issues com~only re-
ferred to as womens issues, it does not make them a 
feminst. Femins~, as used here in this column, are the 
extremists. And as in most cases, the extremists don't 
solve problems, they create more porblems. 
Last week in California, there was a confrontation 
. between a feminist group and another group advocat-
ing free speech. The trouble began when a waitress at 
a diner told a customer to move to another table 
because he was reading a Playboy magazine. This 
caused the free-speech group to protest in front of the 
LUNCHTIME: AT rnE 
STUPID UNION ... 
My money~ on Fe2:..clrlo, 
+he f\JY'Ll teacher. \v'hel'1 
he ~e+s r•redrhe'11 sell 
me 1hat su:Plus f1Jrri. 
from his old VHl c.oritr.Ad. 
Nid for a big disce>unt 1 
BingoJ GradL<a+e film. 
diner, passing out Playboys, which led to the confron-
tation with the feminist group. 
Now let's start with the freedom of choice issue first. 
It's ironic that the same group that Cjlaims to support 
a woman's right to do what she wants with her body 
will deny that right should the woman choose to show 
her body. Speaking of ironies, feminists claim that 
Playboy exploits women. That argument should be 
very insulting to women. The argument insinuates 
that women in the magazine aren't intelligent to make 
the proper choice for themselves. How can you fight for 
equality and at the same time say· one gender can't 
make proper choices? 
Of course, it would be absurd to say that exploitation 
doesn't exist. But that is true in many areas. Nothing 
is perfect in society. If freedom of choice was so dearly 
held, then it is inherant thatthere will be good and bad 
choices available. It is also inherant that among the 
choices available, there will be disagreements over 
what the proper choice should be. That is the basis of 
choice. Feminists are presumptuous to assume that 
only there choices should matter. 
ltalso appears thatfeminists will fight for a woman's 
freedom of choice concerning her body but will fight 
even harder against a man's freedom of choice concern-
ing his mind. Far-fetched? Hardly. What should it 
matter to anyone, what a person reads? 
Diana Russell, a retired college professor, was quoted 
in the newspapers as saying, 'This is hate literature 
and we are not just going to stand by. We think Playboy 
plays a significant role in violence against women." 
If anything shows the bankruptcy of their argu-
ments, that quote best illustrates it. Since when has 
the writing of John Updike, Joseph Heller or Alex 
Haley, for example, been described as hate literature. 
One of the reasons that sexism (racism-and other 
'isms) remain prevalent is that the most outspoken 
people on the issue are part of the radical wing and they 
tend to alienate people in the mainstream. 
The whole dispute could have been viewed as being 
blown out of proportion except for the fact that one 
person or group was trying to control what another · 
person reads. The one freedom that can't be taken to· 
extremes is the freedom of speech-n_ot so much to say 
whatever you want where ever you want, but to read 
whatever you want. And when a group clashes with 
demonstrators who are promoting the freedom to read 
anything and rips up magazine-s, it only shows that 
their political agenda has nothing to offer mainstream 
Americans. 
A CONTINUING DARK COMEDY SERIES BY 121169K755RS31 
CAMPUS • 
THE°ATRE 
fONIGHT ifomt 
ou+ of V 
Co(lege. . 
Patricia Houbtag~e is 
getfin.g the t~aching 
slat. Bet on trfil! 
At old Nome St. U. Can- Maybe you should 
you say:''Porkbell1es? 1' sea ·What Ipirtched 
om his desk this 
fl'lOming-. 
~Mr .. Language Person gives professional· writing advice 
. -
• 
.. 
• 
Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
I t's time for another edition of"ask Mr. Language Person," t~e column that answers your questions about grammar, vocabulary and those little 
whaddyacallem marks. 
Q. What are the rules regarding capital letters? 
A Capital letters are used in three grammatical 
situations: · 
1. At the beginning of proper or formal nouns. 
EXAMPLES: Capitalize "Queen,~ ''Tea Party" and 
"Rental Tuxedo." Do NOT capitalize "dude," "cha-cha" 
or ''boogerhead." 
2. To indicate a situation of great military impor-
tance. . 
EXAMPLE:"GetontheTELSATandtellSTAFCON 
that COMWIMP wants BBQ ASAP." . 
3. To indicate the subject of the sentence has been 
bitten by a badger. 
EXAMPLE: "I'll just stick my hand in here and 
OUCH!" 
Q. Is there any difference between "happen" and 
"transpire"? -
A Grammatically, "happen" is a collaborating in-
ductive that should be used in predatory conjunctions 
such as: "Me and Norm here would like to buy you two 
happening mommas a drink." Whereas "transpire" is a 
suppository verb that should always be used to indicate 
that an event of some kind has transpired. 
WRONG: "Lester got one of them electric WOMJ?. 
stunners." 
RIGHT: "What transpired was, Lester got one of 
them electric worm sttinners." 
Q. Do you take questions from attorneys?" 
A Yes. That will be $475. · 
Q. No, Seriously, fm an attorney, and I want to know 
which is correct: 
"With regards to the aforementioned" plah blah. 
blah. 
Or: 
"With regards to the aforementioned" yak yak yak. 
A That will be $950. 
Q. Please explain the expression: 'This does not bode 
well." 
A It means that something is not boding the way it 
should It could be boding better. 
« ~ 1991 Tr ibune M&dl" Services, Inc. 
All R10M1 Re'ervea 
JEFF MACNELLY{TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
Q. Did an alert reader hamed Linda Bevard send 
you an article from the Dec. 19, 1990; Denver Post 
concerning a Dr. · Stanley Biber, who was elected 
commissioner in Las Animas County, and who is 
identified in the article as "the world's leading sex-
change surgeon"? 
A Yes. 
Q. And what did Dr. Biber say when he was elected? 
A He said, quote; "We pulled it off." · 
Q. Please explain the correct usage of"exa~t same." 
A "Exact same~ is a corpuscular phrase that should 
be used only when something is EXACTLY the same as 
something. It is the opposite (or "antibody") of"a whole 
nother." . 
EXAMPLE: "This is the EXACT SAME restaurant 
where Alma found weevils in her pie. They gave her a 
whole nother slice." 
Q. I am going to deliver the eulogy at a funeral, and 
I wish to know whethert.tit is correct to say: "Before he 
filed, LaMont was an active person." Or: ''LaMont was 
an active person befor.e h~ died." 
A The Americ~ Funeral Industry Council advises 
us that the preferred term is "bought the farm." 
Q. Where should punctuation go? 
A It depends on the content. 
EXAMPLE: Hi Mr Johnson exclaimed Bob Where do 
you w~t me to put these punctuation marks Oh just 
stick them there at the end of the following sentence 
answered Mr. Johnson OK s~d Bob".!"."?"",," .. "!". 
The exception to this rule is teen-agers, who should 
place a question mark after every few words to make 
sure people are still listening. 
EXAMPLE: "So there's this kid at school? Named 
Derrick? And he's like kind of weird? Like he has a 
picture ofN ewt Gingrich carved in his hair? So one day 
he had to blow his nose? Like really bad? But he didn't 
have a tissue? So he was like sitting next to Tracy 
Steakle? And she had this sweater? By like Ralph 
Lauren? So Derrick takes the sleeve? And he like ... " 
PROFESSIONAL WRITING TIP: In writing a novel 
or play, use 'foreshadowing'' to subtly hint at the 
outcome of the plot. 
WRONG: "O Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art thou 
Romeo'?" 
RIGHT: "O Romeo, Romeo! I wonder if we're both 
going to stab ourselves to death at the end of this plot?" 
A'ITENTION SHOPPERS: The holiday season is 
lumbering towards us like a giant festive armored 
personnel carrier. Soon thousands of shoppers will be 
bustling to.the malls to buy holiday gift items that will 
cause their friends and loved ones to exclaim with 
delight: "HEY! I already GOT this!" 
Yes, finding "something different" can be a real 
challenge, which is why this year we will again be 
publishing the annual Holiday Gift guide. You prob-
ably remember last year's guide, which featured such 
unique items as: 
- Hideous Republican Golfing Pants 
-A bag of genuine owl vomit. 
-A working thermometer attached to some kind of ' 
giant mutant vegetable. 
And much more. We want this year's gift guide to be 
EVEN BE'ITER, which is why WE NEED YOUR 
HELP. If you know of any gift item or service that you 
think we should include, please send a description ofit 
to: Gift Guide, c/o Tropic Magazine, Miami Herald, 1 
Herald Plaza, Miami, Fl 33132. If your suggestion is 
accepted; we will include your name in the gift guide 
and you will probably never again be able to get a 
decent job. 
One final note: Remember that this guide is meant 
to be in the true spirit of the holiday season, so we 
request that you do NOT submit any·suggestions that 
might be construed as being tasteful. Thank you. 
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GREEK CORNER 
AC AC.IA 
V-Ball over Football? Right! After two 
exciting wins, we know what we we're 
aestined to play! Be sure to support V-
Ball, too! Thurs. vs. ATA,11. Ar's, be 
ready for a serenade like never before! 
ACACIA - We're making a Splash! 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Hey Delta Gamma, we1re psyched for 
Anchor Splash. ATQ I Football, Thurs. 
vs. PIKE @ 4pm. Sunday, NIC Bush 
Workshop. Greeks: We would appreci-
. ate it if our trophies showed up some-
where! 
DELTA DELTA DELTA 
Hey A TQ's, good things come to those 
who wait...Save us some seats at the 
last game! Also, congratulations to all 
Greek Senators!!! Stay tuned for Home-
coming updates as history repeats itself. 
Ba-doom Ba-doom Tri-Delta & the E's. 
Freh-Freh. Brooksy We • U ! 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
Congratulations to our Pledge Class 
Officers · 
Erik Ritch0 President 
Chris Weiss**Vice President 
Jeff Derr**Secretary/T reasurer 
Scott Jacobson°Historian/Fundraiser 
Fall '91 Pledges you are the future of 
Delta Tau Delta and we are damn 
proud!! Yo! .1T.1 
PHI DEL TA THETA 
Oviedo Police, thanks for nothing. Ar 
coaches, thanks for all your help. We 
WI LL do you right. All of you reading this, 
get your minds out of the gutter. Splash 
is ours! 
Pl BETA PHI 
HEY! Province/Sisters Retreats were a 
blast! Great job Amy & t<elly! TI<I> rules 
football but be careful - it's only fun till 
someone breaks_ a tooth. Get psyched 
for Rocle the Arrow. TI<I>VE 
Pl SIGMA EPSILON 
Great Retreat this weekend! Thanks to 
everyone who·helped make it so excel-
lent! Faculty Appreciation Day. is Wed., 
Oct.2. Good luck to our intramural vol-
leyball teamsl 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
How aboutthat "Lers Play Doctor' Party; 
a total Success once again. Thanx KA 
on a great bus ride. l:AE Sports-What a 
big Volleyball Victory.last week. Team I 
Football lets keep it up! Watch out for 
The BULLFROG jumping your way real 
soon. The Swampthing would like to say 
"Bring it on pledge class!!' Brooks, we 
didn't know you had it in you. Cambell 
keep the peace. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Hey M', Sig Ep is ready to help you in a 
good cause - Anchor Splash. Danny S. 
is the man. Parents Weekend was "nice'. 
Senior Board is Thursday. Pledges work 
on signatures! :E<I>E 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
Another crazy bus ride, but we love it. 
TKE I football wishes Dave Overstreet a 
quick recovery. Meeting on Sunday at 
6pm. Thank you Jackie for supporting 
the TEKE football team. Craig s: MVP 
Congrats to UCF Girls Volleyball team, 
the TEKEs love you. TEKE's want An-
chor Splash. Hi E. C. Y. TKE #1 C-ya 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
Zeta word of the week: RULE. Count-
down to Founder's Day Formal: 18 days. 
lrsgonnaRULE. Timetogetthose dates! 
Boys, you had better be on your best 
behavior. Keep up the studying to RU LE 
that #1 GPA on campus. 1988 pledge 
class RULES - it's Seniors week. Dor-
othy, Mattie, & Shirley RULE! Hey carTJ-
pus cops-ticketing in Greek parking lots 
doesn't RULE. Gator TIKA Social 
RULES. 1st Anniversary of Wilsons 
RULIN' Retreat 4am fire drills & no air, 
definitely not RULIN'. RULIN' the IM 
Fields - ZTA Sports ZLAM & KROP 
RULES! (Thanks KH & CB - This one's 
for you - -Happy 40th Sting!) Zeta Tau 
Alpha's Pledges RULE the Campus!!! 
CLUB INFO 
HOSPITALITY ASSOCIATION 
Congrats on being the Largest I Great 
Tailgate I Happy Birthday Rene, Cathy, 
Adriana, Chris, DD/Thanks to Vic, John, 
Jennifer, Teen, Morgan, Dennis, Chris, 
Michael, forgive me for forgetting any-
one I Rec T earn Thanks I Hyatt was 
Great I Thanks Car-Wash Team I Lara 
A. Special Thanks I Get With It Stay With 
It Participation Pay~ I More Info CEBA II 
409 Watch for H.I. 
S.W.A.T. 
Congrats to New Officers - K.Hall, 
M.Baysen, D.Sandlin, A.Hartman, 
S.Smucker, C.Locke, E.Hopkins, 
A.Thacker! Meetings 4:30pm Wednes-
days group Run/Walk after. Get ready 
SWAT's taking campus by storm. 
ROOMMATES 
Female to share NW Orlando Home 
bination. Must see to appreciate. Paid 
$375 new, asking $125 or best offer. 
Judy ext.5544 or 339-2043 after 5pm 
AUTOS 
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheel-
ers, motorhomes, by FBI, IF!S, DEA. 
Available your area now. Call (805) 682-
7555 Ext. C-5868. . 
1979 TRI SPIT FIRE 4CYCL 4SP OD 
!-'lard Top and Soft Top AM/FM Cass No 
Rust. Needs Paint Work. Car is in 
Savanah. Will move at Request $2750 
OBO Call Nights from 5-1Opm297-6292. 
1986 Toyota Celica GT **loaded** Air, 
AM/FM Stereo, PS/PB; 5-Speed Fuel-
Injected, 47,000 miles Excellent Condi-
tion in/out $6200 080 (904)761-8681; 
Leave Message. 
I 
I HELP WANTED 
I 
private bath, phone, amenities$2351/2 RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HAN-
util 298-4213 Evenings ~ DLERSFROM3-7AM$7PERHRCALL 
N/S, M/F, 2bd/2ba Condo. Rent $240/ 
mo. Deposit$175, 1/2 Util. 436 & Univ. 
Rebeca 671-1478! or 3-0094 
FOR RENT 
Various 2 Bedroom Apartments for Rent. 
Walking Distance. $400-$450 Move In 
Specials. Call 872-0373 
Room for Rent. 2 mi. UCF, Large 4 bed 
home with alarm, wash/dry, cable TV, 
Gas Grill. $280/mo. utils included. NON-
SMOKERS Only, 679-6123 Arnold 
Large Rm. $165/mo. includes utilities. 6 
mi. from UCF, No PetS. Dept 291-9631 
For Rent - Cambridge Cir Townhouse 
2bd21/2ba8elowmarket$450/mo. Bus 
line, Super Nice 851-6195 
One Bedroom Apt. 10 min. walk to UCF 
$325/month. Call 644-4500 
Rooms For Rent 5 mi East New Home 
Non-Drinking $65/wk 568-3499 
FOR SALE 
REPOSSESSED&IRSFORECLOSED 
HOMES available at below market value. 
Fantastic savings! You repair. Also S& L 
bailout properties. Call (805)682-7555 
Ext. H-6140 
CD Player (Auto) Kenwood AM/FM/CD 
Digital in Dash $225 nm 2n-7684 
Oak Entertainment Center, 2 lrg. Stereo 
· Speakers, Blue Coach, Chair and Otto-
man - Make Offer 678-0026 
Party Couch 3-Piece Pit Group $150 Will 
· Deliver for $20 more 282-9633 
Condo, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, Wetbar, close 
to UCF, All Appliances, Washer/Dryer, 
Microwave, Pool, More Only $57,500, 
Great Investment for your Parents. Call 
Beth at ERA Southern Realty 834-0031 
- Payments from under $400/month. 
TV-$150 VCR:$175 Call Tony at 2n-
9061 or 331-3636 
ATCOMPAT28660MHD, 12MF1oppy, 
10 MHZ, Hercules Compat Mono Mon., 
Printer, Soft $900 Firm/Trade for Cycle. 
Men's Huffy 18-Spd Mtn Bike almost 
New $100 Firm. Walkman M-Bass, Pre-
sets, Dolby $40; VAR Tapes $4 each/ 
$200 set Jamie 380-6456 
IBM PC/JR, 640K, color monitor, NLQ 
printer, 2-51/4 drives, extras=software, 
games, books,joysticks. $450 657-4580 
Contemp0rary coffee and end tables. 
Smoke glass tops/light/dark wood com-
297-3715 
Summer Management Opportunities 
Available! Students, Earn $7000-
$20,000 This Summer and Gain Valu-
able Business Experience. Works Corps. 
Is Hiring Call Mark or Craig at 1-800-
443-3059. 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many 
positions. Greatbenefits. Call (805)682-
7555. Ext. P-3552 
FREE TRAVEL- Air couriers and 
Cruiseships. Students also needed 
Christmas, Spring, and Summer for 
Amusement Park employment. Call (805) 
682-7555 Ext. F-3307. 
Attention Advertising & Marketing Ma-
jors! The Central Florida Future is look-
ing for motivated individuals to sell ad 
space for the newspaper. Gain Experi-
ence & Make Money! For more informa-
tion call 823-26011 
Part-time person needed for Tele-Mar-
keting to Healthcare Institutions. Flex-
ible daytime hours. Prefer Marketing 
Major or Medical Bacicground for future 
permanent position. Send resume or 
letter of interest to Mr. Cejka, 4420 Met-
ric Drive, Suite A, Winter Park, FL32792 
Busy parents need an occasional 
evening sitter for two 9-year old boys & 
one 10-year old girl. Must be fun, yet 
firm. Call 678-0026 
Cruise Ship Jobs Hiring Men-Women. 
Summer/Year Round. Photographers, 
Tour Guides, · Recreation Personnel. 
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Carib-
bean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, 
Mexico. CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1-
206-736-7000, Ext.262C 
EARN MONEY posting ad flyers on 
campus. Call Resume House's 24-hour 
message processing line at 904-371-
6769 for a recorded message. 
Unlimited Income Potential! As an En-
trepreneur you'll have the personal free-
dom you need. Proven marketing meth-
ods, high profits, and ongoing support 
assure your success. Write Today: Sheri 
Orloff, 637 Sabal Lake Drive Ste 205, 
Longwood FL-32779 
Lingerie Sales, PT/FT Positions, Com-
mission on sales, Management Oppor-
tunity, Free Kit Call 678-9899 
Babysitter Wanted $4.50 per hr. 3 chil-
dren 8 to 12 hrs. per wk. Non smoker. 
Call Cindy 843-7111 
WANTED 
Nonviolence International wants you I We 
are a non-profit, non-partisan organiza-
tion which educates and trains groups in 
nonviolent action. We seek motivated 
students to organize local chapters for 
training and to support nonviolent 
struggles in the U.S. and around the 
world. Contact NI, Box 39127, Friend-
shipSta., Washington, DC 20016, phone: 
(202)244-0951, or fax: (202)244-6396. 
A TIEN Tl ON ALL STU DENTS: An Inde-
pendent TELEVISION PRODUCTION 
sponsored by the Hospitality Manage-
ment Dept. and The Office of Instruc-
tional Resources is currently underway. 
We are in need of writers, editors, field 
reporters, etc. This is a gro~nd floor 
opportunity. On/Off Camera Positions 
Open to All Students! Contact Anthony 
365-6299 or Brad Gunn 823-211 O 
Wanted: Cat lover to adopt two wonder-
ful one yr. olds. Spayed with shots. 
Happy, healthy, great companions! 
Please Call 678-2231 
SERVICES 
_SCHOLARSHIPS! No Gimmicks. RE-
NAISSANCE: 1-800-677-9072, Ext. 92. 
TYPISTS 
TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at 
679-4006. . 
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA,etc.366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same1day service available. IBM/AT, 
Word Perfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
Professional PC SERVICES.380-7429 
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51 
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 365-4863 
Typing Services - Draft Plus finished 
Product for one price - Call Mary Ann at 
366-5375 
TERM PAPERS, Resumes, anything you 
need typed! Everything LASER 
PRINTED Call THE CORPORATE IM-
AGE 679-7179 
PRO WORD PROCE~ING 
24 HRS. 7 DAY/WK 
Priced tfom $2/page 
Accurate Formatting-Editing-Spell 
Checking 
No Job is Too large or Too Small 
Hot Line 407-423-8078 
Term Papers; Resumes, Done on Word 
Processor $3-4 per page Call 699-4201 
LOST& FOUND 
Lost Prescription Sunglasses H&FA 
~uilding. Please Return to English Dept. 
H&FA 
TUTORS 
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course 
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught 
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney, 
897-3300 or 341-0003 
SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP. 
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General 
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment 
Flexible Classes 249-4070 
Math Tutor Wanted for College Trig. 
Must be patient and reasonably priced. 
Leave message. Tim 277-7684. 
LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT NCLEX 
TEST YOUR BEST. Nations Largest 
Test Prep. 150 Centers. 53 years Expe-
rience. 1 mile west of UCF. Kaplan Edu-
cational Center 273-7111. 
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Tutor Available for English/Lit/CAW Will 
help w/ papers, typing, proof-reading, 
and light comprehension. Call 380-2835 
Leave Message 
OTHER 
Can Sports Nutrition really provide more 
energy, strength, and stamina? You bet 
it can. - Free Consultation, Call Bonnie 
296-2427 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
Information on semester, year, 
graduate, summer, and internship 
programs in Perth, Townsville, 
Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs 
start at $3520. Call 1-800-878-3696. 
CAMPUS MERCHANDISING CO. of 
AMERICA is recruiting Student Sales 
Reps. Earn great money in your spare 
time representing fabulous line of cus-
tom lingerie. For information & applica-
tion call toll free 1-800-676-9471 
CRUISE TICKETS available. NCL 4-
day Bahama Cruise from Dec. 20-23 at 
Special Low Rates. For info. 366-4236 
LONELY•'s 
Singles Date Line local or across US 1-
900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs. 
WM, 30, Grad student, 6'0, 160, dark 
hair, dark eyes, masculine, attractive, 
outgoing, enjoys beach, music,· sports 
and a beer, seeks younger WM for fun 
friendship & more Repfy P.O. Box 785, 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
PERSONALS 
Corie, I'm looking for you on T-ues. & 
Thurs. I hope to see you again. *An-
thony* 
America Needs Industrial Engineers to 
improve quality of products & services, 
expand manufacturing capabilities and 
increase productivity of our workforce. 
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGI-
NEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD de-
grees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez at 
823-2204 for more info. 
Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything 
you always wanted to know about major-
ing in Industrial Engineering - but we're 
afraid to ask! Call him for info at 823-
2204 
Hello Stunning From A Passerby- Sun. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY POPS 
From your Roomies: Go Fig & Flounder 
Barb, Sorry, but I can't show for Tom 
Deluca tonite in the gym at 8pm I have to 
do some body work atthe shop. I'll make 
it up atthe next comedy-I KNOW it turns 
you on. B. 
Yo Mike 
Where are you? 
I Miss You. By the way, 
Nice Beaver! GRRRRRRR! 
Alma 
Happy Birthday Dragon (for Oct. 2) You're 
the Greatest Love, Dave 
YO ALMA! I Run to the Border this week-
end. I can never find you on campus. 
Meet me at Great Escapes on Wed! 
GRRRRRR I I I MIKE 
Passerby, what nicicnamesl (smile) You 
know, you, too are some shine to 
anyone's day! From Sun. 
~ 
Babe, Just wanted to say Thanks for the 
*Ding• Fri. nitel • Pook · 
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The Central Florida Future 
by Jeff Hunn 
So, what are you going to do tonight? I have to 
study, b~t the possibilities that Orlando offers are 
quite extensive. Contrary to all the "Orlando is 
sooo lame" whinings I have recently heard, there 
are a lot of swell places to go. Certainly, many of 
the options are less accessible to students, so I'll 
start with the basics. 
lfyou 're at home or on the road, try tuning into 
WUCF, 89 .9 FM. The request line to the station, 
which you are obligated to use, is 823-3689. 
Every weekday from 4-6 p.m. is WUCF In the 
Afternoon, with alternative music and all sorts of 
intriguing information about UCF. 
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two 
each 
camp. 
The setjes featur 
more movies. Most 
Activities Center, co 
the larger events, su 
Student Center Aud· 
One of the most 
t 
\' 
featuring mostly local comedia 
nationally touring comics, most 
While many of the comics are not 
who are sought after by college c 
Other exciting features of the s 
includes a wide range of unusual 
ists, ventriloquists, jugglers, com 
• 
1 v · e 
have become increasingly popular among stud 
highest attended. 
Occasionally, the Tuesday Night Live series f 
These films off er students a chance to view old cla 
''The Wall,'' or catch some newer releases, such a 
Doors." . 
Live musical acts are another important and well-received 
series. Once a month, the series features a double-billing of two 
which are, of course, selected by members of CAB. There has b 
response for local bands, and these events are becoming mor 
successful each time around. While the Tuesday Night Live ser 
s 
feature large-scale concerts (that is a separate committee), the series places 
an emphasis on utilizing the wide selection of local talent. 
Additionally, on Wednesdays, from 11 a.m.- 1 p.m., CAB sponsors more .. 
local bands "In Your Backyard" (the Student Center Green) with a bit of 
cultural expansion once a month in the "Around the World" series. 
The student members of CAB actually select, produce, promote and staff 
the events. For infonnation on any CAB event or how you can get involved, 
call the CAB Hotline at 823-2633. 
.. 
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Clubs that tempt your tummy and entertain customers 
Orlapdo restaurants: 
would you like some 
food with your fun? 
Restaurants that also have enter-
tainment usually have no age re-
quirements to get in, and if you've 
reached feeding time, a place like 
Dexter's ( 629-1150) may be just the 
solution. There is an assortment of 
wines, though the place doesn'thold 
more than 100 people. 
Live music is now becoming 
the nonn at Dexter's, but special 
attention should go to Saturday 
nights at Dexter's, where live lo-
cal bands play acoustic music at 
11 p.m. The cover is $2 and beer 
is only a dollar. It also has jazz 
Monday and Thuriday nights. 
Just a block away is The Mill 
Bakery and Eatery (644-1544) 
with a capacity of275 and a brew-
ery on site with a selection of five 
different brews, including The 
Knight Lite. All ages are welcome 
and every night at 9:30 p.m. the 
music is live. Monday is Blues, 
Tuesday is Progressive/ Alterna-
tive, Wednesday is Rock/Blues, 
Thursday is Reggae and Friday 
andSaturdayvarymusically. Well 
and Call drinks are two for one 
Tuesday and Wednesday nights. 
Wednesday evenings, from 5-7 
p.m., beer is 5 cents. Thursday 
nights offer two for one mar-
gueritesandFridayeveningsfrom 
5-7 p.m., drafts are 99 cents. 
Harper's Tavern (647-7858) 
never has a cover. Weekdays 
happy hour rs from 5-7 p.m. The 
capacity is 170, and they expect 
you to dress casually. Monday 
night is Night Beat with various 
local jazz or acoustic acts per-
fonning live at 9 p.m. Tuesday 
through Saturday night, at 9 p.m., 
Silver City plays Top 40 music. 
Coconut'sCafe(767-7557)has 
no cover charge, but you must be 
21 to get in, and after 9 p.m. guys 
must be wearing collared shirts. It 
holds 210 people and every night 
Rape 
101. 
except Monday (for football), 
Ravyn and the End provide live 
Top 40 music from 9:30 p.m.to 
l :30 a.m. Weekdays, they offer 
half price drinks during the 4- 9 
p.m. happy hour. 
Expand your 
clubgoing horizion 
with the MagicWok 
Like many UCF students, 
you probably wouldn't bother 
having a weekend unless you 
can make the rounds of Orian-
do 's downtown clubs. Expand 
your clubgoing horizons by 
traveling only a few steps fur-
ther to the Magic Wok! Located 
two doors down from Big Bang 
at 120 N. Orange Ave., Magic 
·Wok is a mild-mannered Chi-
nese restaurant by (lay, _a week-
end local music mecca by 
night. Randy and Pete of the 
late, great Red Moon help keep 
the Do It Yourself ethic in full 
flower here in Orlando by 
booking any kind of local origi-
nal music, from polyester dei-
ties Lovegods in Leisure Suits 
to collegiate (but, thankfully, 
not jangly) Aut01p.atic Radio. 
You can dress casually for this 
casual atmosphere and enjoy beer 
for $2, soda for $1.50, .or water 
for 50 cents (I hate paying for 
water, arnituralresource,inclubs, 
but this is aminorcomplaint). All 
this and more for the amazingly 
low price of a $2 cover charge! 
The Magic Wok offers great 
bands at a great price- you can't 
ask for much more in this lifetime. 
Be there or be a thombus. 
here they are. 
Nearby are several places to 
go. All-Pro Subs, in addition to 
subs, has quarter beers on 
Wednesdaynights.Forthatspe-
cial, the cover charge is $1 and 
you must be 21 to get in. On 
othernights, everyone is admit-
ted. Monday night is football 
night, with All-Pro providing 
free drafts, for those of age, 
whenever your team scores. For 
$6 you can get all the wings you 
can eat on Tuesday night and on 
Thursdays, buckets of beer are 
$6.50, oysters $10.99 and crab 
legs $9.99. Fridays, All-Pro has 
happy hour from 4-8 p.m. The 
bar is located in the Alafaya 
Commons plaza at Alafaya Trail 
and Colonial Drive. 
Boomers, in the UC6 plaza, with 
a capacity of about 100, has drink 
specials every night There is no 
cover except when a band is play-
ing, but you must be 21 to get in. 
The Frat House Bar and Grill 
.for those 18 and up, is open 
seven days a week from 11 a.m. 
until 2 a.m. There is a $5 cover 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
Nights. Thursday they offer, 
from 7-11 p.m., free bar brands 
and drafts, and from 11 p.m.-2 
a.m., $1-draft and bar brands. 
Friday, from 6-10 p.m., and 
Saturday from 7-10 p.m., they 
offer free drafts and bar brands. 
The Close Encounter male re-
vue performs from 8-10 p.m. 
every Saturday night. All day 
Sunday and Monday, it is happy 
hour at the Frat House. Tues-
day, drafts are 25 cents from 7-
11 p.m. and bar brands are a 
dollar all night, with a $1 cover. 
Wednesday night, they have 
dollar bar brands and drafts all 
Knights out pub 
offers great food 
' nightwitha$1 coverfor21 and 
Off campus, there are nearly 
infinite numbers of things to 
do. Excluding "erotic dancing" 
establishments and tourists 
traps (Universal Studios, etc ... ), 
up, $5 for us youngsters. This 
bar is near UCF, across from 
Discount Auto Parts on Colo-
nial Drive right off Alafaya. 
The Knight Out Pub, next to 
Subway across from UCF,holds 
250. Theonlynightwithacover 
The Arbors & Hickory Glen 
From $70's - Low $100's 
The Arbors; 657-0722 or 657-2644 
Hickory Glen; 366-1707 
Hovis 
Homes. 
l Oam -7pm Daily P&OB 
Father teaches son how to play a g~e of pool while 
enjoying a night at All-Pro Subs. (Photo by Jim Ferguson) 
chargeisWednesdaynight($1), night with drafts free for them 
because Walter Lee plays from 9 p.m. until midnight. 
around 9:30 p.m. Great food is Thursday , pool and bud 
offered there. and there is no longnecks are 2 for 1. All Fri-
minimum age. Friday and Tues- . day night, domestic bottled beer • 
day nights they offer dollar Bud is $1. Saturday, they offer free 
longnecks. Monday nights they pool and a single draft with lunch 
offer dollar Labatts. Pitchers from 2-6 p.m. That night, pitchers 
are only $3.75 Wednesday and are$3,domesticbottledbeeris$1.25, 
Thursday nights and every imports are $2 and drafts are 75 
weekday from 2 -8 p.m. Friday, cents. Sunday from 6 p.m. to mid-
after 2, a dozen wings are $1. 99. night, all fraternity and sorority ~ 
They are closed Sunday. members wearing their jef¥ys get 
The Pub (859-2043), a small 50centdrafts and $2 pitchers. They 
place, has no cover, but you have an age minimum of18 after 6 • 
must be 21 tp get in for their p.m. Oass Break is also located in 
selection of beers and wines. the UC6 plaza. 
For $1.50 you can get a hot dog Celebrations at the Holiday 
- and draft Monday nights, or on Inn UCF has no cover charge 
Sundays, for the same price, -a and no age requirem~nt. They 
barbecue pork sandwich. - have a light jazz pianist atyl _ 
OassBreak(277-7665)holds female vocalist from 7-10 p.m. 
l 00, has no cover and of course in the restaurant, which closes 
features billiard tables. Every at 10 p.rn., then they play in the 
weekday they have happy hour lounge until midnight. They only ~ 
from 4-7 p.m. Monday from 7 play Thursday through Saturday 
p.m. -2 a.m. is College night with nights. They have happy hour from 
pool,drafts,pitchersandbottles 5-7 p.m., with 2 in 1 well drinks 
all at half price. Tuesday has a and ·complimentary hors- 'W 
beat the clock specials with 9 d 'eouvres. Monday for football 
p.m. prices starting at 25 cent they have weekly specials. The 
drafts and $1.25 pitchers. loungehasacapacityofl20. They • 
Wednesday night is Ladies' .request casual but nice dress. 
FREE 
SUB 
DUFFY'S 
10042 University Blvd. 
Corner of Dean and University 
(Universit~ Oaks ·Center) 
679-2448 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
---~--- Gt!(~!l~S-------- 1 11 
r·'. BUY ONE SUB AND TWO I 
: ·- 24 oz. DRINKS AND GET :-'I 
1 ONE SUB FREE. · I 
I (OF EQUAL OR LESSER v ALUE) I· I ONE COUPON PER VISIT --- EXPIRES 11/30/91 I 
L ___________________ ~ 
• 
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· You don't have to pay your 
dues to play the blues at the 
. Beacham's Jazz & Blues Oub 
'Daddy' shows how to cherish life 
by Martin E. Williams 
Sunday night is generally a 
bad night for entertainment in 
Orlando. 
It sometimes works out, 
• though, to be your only chance 
to go and find some nightlife. 
Those of you who lik_e to cut 
loose as the weekend winds 
down will find something hap-
pening in downtown Orlando. 
" The place to see and be seen 
is the Beacham 'sJazz and Blues 
Club. It is Situated next to the 
historic :eeacham Theatre (for-
• merry The Great Southern Mu-
sic Hall). 
Sunday night is , blues jam 
• night. The Houseshakers host 
with their special blend of high 
energy blues. Guitars clash and 
1 harps wail on a weekly basis. 
The Houseshakers are kind 
enough to share the spotlight 
with other local musicians. 
111 Bring your instrument and get 
on the list. Have patience and 
maybe y~m'µ get ~o play. 
- Jammmg1sauruquephenom-
enon in the world of music. 
Given favorable conditions, ex-
cellent music can result. The 
music is not always perfect, but 
that is part of the charm of the 
blues. 
Jam etiquette calls for the 
necessity to work with the 
rhythm of events. When the time 
comes ahd if you've got a soul 
full of blues, you'll get a chance 
to shine. 
The listener is not forgotten 
at this jam. The manager and 
staff at the Beacham' s Jazz and 
Blues Oub are motivated pro-
fessionals devoted to assuring 
that you have a good time down-
town. 
No cover charge along with $2 
draft beers make Sunday nights 
easy on the intrepid college stu-
dent. The kitchen is open with a -
full line of entrees and snacks 
seived up in first-class fashion. 
- The lone adventurer or the 
group will find the Orange Av-
enue location easily accessible by 
taxi or private car. Parking is free 
downtown at night. Stay out of · 
the bank parking lots or your car 
may get towed away. · 
Taxis are readily available 
downtown on a telephone call 
basis. If you want to hike around 
downtown and gawk at some 
buildingsorsee some native birds 
in EolaPark, you'll generally find 
taxis waiting for you at the Rosie 
O'Gradies Taxi Stand (ask the 
club manager or follow the horse-
drawn carriages to Rosies). 
Put the books away on Sunday 
night and go have some fun. You 
deserve it. Until next time, keep 
jamming! 
by Robin Kelley 
''The sweetness of life, my 
darling, isterriblyperishable," 
Daddy tells Caroline. This· 
simple observation is the key 
to director Bertrand 
Tavernier's beautiful look at 
the effects of illness on a · 
French/English family in 
"Daddy Nostalgia." 
Veteran actor Dirk Bo garde 
stars as the ailing Daddy, liv-
ing out the last year of his life 
under the care of his wife, 
Miehe (Odette Laure) and his 
daughter, Caroline (Jane 
Birldn). 
"Daddy Nostalgia" explores 
the complex feelings 
that arise when the 
family is forced io 
deal with Daddy's in-
creasing! y bad health. 
The changes are ex-
tremely potent be-
cause of the excessive life 
Daddy led before his illness. 
His "live life to the fullest" 
philosophy becomes a center 
of conflict as Miehe, attempt-
ing to protect him, tries to take 
away all his unhealthy indul-
gences, putting limits on his 
life. 
Caroline's time spent with 
her parents giv.es her the op-
portunity to re-evaluate her re-
lationships with them. Likeher 
father, she advocates a full life, 
but the scars remain where his 
NIGHT CLUB 
}uesday Night 
t 
Free Bud Draft 9-11 
50¢ Bud Draft 11-2 
$2.00 Well/Call Drinks 
$1 .50 Heineken 
Wednesday Night 
Ladies Night 
Free Well ·Drinks For Ladies 
$2.75 Well/ Call/Premium For Guys 
Thursday Night 
Everybody's Night 
$1.00 Well/Call/Beer 9-11 
$2.00 Well/Call/Beer 11-2 
Friday/Saturday Nights 
Ladies Happy Hour 9-1 O 
Free Well Drinks For Ladies 
Bring This ad on Tues., Wed., or Thu_rs. 
· and receive a free cocktai-1, ($4.00 Value) 
One Per Person Per Night. Expires 1 Oi1/91 
Open Tues. Thru Sat. 9PM-2AM 
21 and Over - Proper 1.0. Required 
DRESS TO IMPRESS 
285 Douglas Ave. Altamonte Springs, FL 
Phone: 682-1212 
• ' 
MOVIE FACTS 
indulgent lifestyle kept him dis-
tant. Several flashbacks show 
Caroline as a young girl 
making attempts to 
share with daddy po-
etry she'd written, only 
to be put off until a 
more convenient time 
.. arrived: 
At lunch one day when her fa-
thercriticizes her world and ideal-
izes his own, she flares, "I don't 
give a damn about your beautiful 
life! It was a beautiful, selfish 
life!" 
Miehe is the most controlled of 
the family, unable to accept her 
husband's failing health. She can-
not understand how her husband's 
and Caroline's passionate natures 
continue even as they stare death 
in the face. Miehe cannot bear to 
reminisce with daddy, the memo..: 
ries are too painful. She also can-
not cry, even when Caroline 
begs her to let down her walls. 
The three main actors all 
give intense performances in 
this complex drama. Bogarde 
and Birkin are especially ex-
citing to watch aS they scale 
the range of emotions over and 
- over, never missing a beat. 
Worldng with a good script, 
the characters come alive and 
captivate the audience imme-
diate! y. The pain and pleasures 
-of daddy, Caroline and Miehe' s 
lives are conveyed honestly 
and beautifully. 
·Aesthetically, "Daddy Nos-
talgia" provides a good view of 
the sea and the south of France. 
The opening sequence features 
a skyline shot on high speed· 
that captures themoving clouds 
and sunrise (similar, but not as 
impressive as the skyline cred-
its scene in Brian de Palma's 
"Bonfire of the Vanities"). 
The film's strength, how-
ever, remains with the actors 
and their powerful perfor-
mances. 
Emotionally. complex, 
tragic and often comedic, 
"Daddy Nostalgia" is a tex-
tured, terrific film abourlife 
and death. 
Asenseofcarpediem with · 
a conscience is the message 
sent by this film, warning us 
to experience life fully and 
unselfishly before the sweet-
ness is lost. 
................ , ................ .. . 
• . 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT • . 
HEADS EAST : WITH THIS AD : 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
HAIRSTYLING -
STYLE CUT ' 
. -
• PROF~SIONAL STYLISTS 
• W ALMART CENTER 
• 
• 10661 E. COL. DR. 
$9·95 • • • • • 
• 
·-• 
• APPT. OR WALK IN• 
28:Z-1754: 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Permanent Hair R·emoval 
ELE 
• Bikini Area • Face • Eyebrow • 
•Neck• Underarm• Abdomen• 
• Breast • Arm-· Leg • 
Fari Dashtaki, R.E. 
Regency Square 
Casselberry, FL 32707 
Call for appointment 
834-4300 
,-------**FREE** _______ ! 
L _ s~s~~i~ ~~I~ti~ ..!_5 _!!li~u~- ~~~n_!_ - _J 
:r 
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. Mudhoney headlined a three band. grunge fest 
Last Monday night at 
Orlando's Beach Club, 
Mudhoney headlined a three 
band grunge fest. Gass Huffer 
and Super Chunk's opening per-
formances built up the frenzy 
that peaked with Mudhoney's 
sonic assault. · 
The first act, Gas Huffer, · 
whose name describes a certain 
type of drug-user, has been on 
tour with Mudhoney since the 
tour began. "It's been a real 
smooth tour so far," said Tom 
Price, guitarist and former mem-
ber of U-Men. During the last 
days of U-Men, Price and bc;iss-
ist Don Blackstone formed The 
Kings of Rock. "It was mostly a 
goof off band, but was fun to do 
for a while," Price commented. Mudooney takes over the Beach Club stage. CPhoto by Jtm Evans) Wright amuses the crowd at the )leach Club. (Photo by rl!'l Evam) 
Gas Huffer was formed al-
most two years ago after Price tile, said Wright. psychedelic grunge performance 
and Plackstone obtained vocal- · Super Chunk was the next act with "Let It Slide" off their new 
ist Matt Wright and drummer on stage. Theirperformance was albumEveryGoodBoy Deserves 
Mr. Joe Newton. A new album, a powerful combination of '70s Fudge. They also performed a 
Janitors of Tomorrow was re- punk with a fast paced hard core numbero~theirearly singles like 
cently released by Empty rhythm. The band has release'd "Touch Me I'm Sick" and 
Records and should be in local five singles. Four are on their "Sweet Young Thing Ain't 
musicstoressoon. Thefirstthou- ownlabel,MergeRecords. They Sweet No More." 
sandalbumswillcontainacomic alsohaveanewselftitledalbum Throughout the set, Mark 
book and the compact disc will on Matador Records. Aftertheir Arm's vocals ranged from an 
include six extra tracks. next show in Tampa, they will eerie backwoods drawl to 
Their fast paced perform~ce be returning to their home in earsplitting guttural screams. 
was highlighted by Wright's · Chapel Hill, North Carolina for Interch~nging with the vo-
rhaspyvocalsandPrice'squirky amonthofrestandplanningfor cals was Steve Turner's gui-
guitar hooks on songs such as theirnexttour. tar, at times mimicking 
"Shoe Factor," which was dedi- Following Super Chunk, Arm's vocals and at other 
cated to those people who like Mudhoney took over the stage moments, screeching, diving 
their jobs and "Lizard Hunt," a with their archaic distortion pet- and twisting through the dis-
song about Florida's state rep- als under foot, and began their torted rhythms. TheGasHuffersmusically juice the crowd. (Photo by Jim Evans) ' 
------------------....;.--~~------------~--~mam--' ______ ._lml!lll ______________________________ lml!lll ____ ....,, 
Two hearts.· 
One beat. 
You can 
I 
to an 
Orlan~o Premiere 
SHOWING 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2 
at.8 p.m.' 
You could win a pair of tickets to a special ad-
vance showing of "SHOUT," a 1950s rock'n'roll 
movie starring John Travolta courtesy of The 
Central Florida Future. 
Trivia challenge.-Sing your favorite song from 
Travolta's other popular movie set in the '50s. 
Just stop by The Central Florida Future edito-
rial office (located next to the art domes on , 
campus) today only and sing your heart out for 
the trivia challenge to win your free tickets. 
·Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded 
on a first-come, first-served basis. 
• 
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Orlando offers endless club-~opping options 
For those who are willing to turing free drinks until mid-
"' do.morethan~fewminutestrav- night with no cover for la- Club R has two restaurants. 
ellmg, the opt1?ns are unlimited. dies over 21. The cover is $5 Th~ Baby Nova is a new wave 
The J.J. Whispers entertain- for guys and $3 for men (you Italian restaurant that is contem-~ ment compl~x probably offers know what I mean). porary andmoderatelypriced. The 
t!1e most. vanety of any estab- Friday night the cover is$ l 0 Royale, a fine dining, full service 
ltshment m the area. It has a deli but drinks are free until 1 a.m'. restaurant, has a piano bar (The 
, that seats 100; a dance room for You mustbe 21 or overto get Polo Lounge). Kary Regaugi plays 
!,200, a front show room hold- mto the live simulcast of XL piano there Monday through Fn-
mg 1.00~ and Bo~erz Comedy 106.7. Saturday is Ladies' dayfrom6-llpm.Itisclosedon 
Club, with~ capacity for 322. Night, but the minimum age is Sundays. Theactual~ubR, which 
(t Sunday rughts, for a $3 c?ver, 21. There is no cover for ladies, hold~ )5~, h~s Jackie Jones per-
those 18 ~d up c~ expenence and a $5 cover for men. Drinks fonmng live Jazz starting at 8 p.m. Resurr~ctio.n, .with free draft are only $1 for ladies during the on Monday Nights. Tuesday 
, beer un~l m1dmght. It's for the All Male Review. Thursday through Saturday, The Change p~ogress1ve crowd, but Monday through Saturday nights there is performs Top 40 from 8 p.m. until m~hts, for those 21 .and up who more live entertainment and 2 ~.m. The cover charge is $5 on 
• enioy re~o-progress1vemu~ic (if Wednesday through Saturday Fnday and Saturday nights. Tues-
you don t know what that is, go Night, included in the admis- d~y and Thursday are Ladies' ~nd out), they .have B~ind Eth- s!on price to J.J. Whispers, na- Ni~ts. You must be 21 to get in. 
ics. The c~ver 1s $3 with a col- tional comedians perform at . Pmeapples holds 300. There 
" lege ID. Its also football night Bonkerz. is no cover charge. The mini-
with free dr.afts until midnight, Anthony's Country Saloon mum age is 18. Monday is for 
and $1.50 pitchers. has a live '50s and '60s Rock Pleasure's d~ncers on the west-end stage (Jim Ferguson) football: Coronas, Coors Light, 
ii# CallJ.J. Whispersat629-4779 band, C.F. Moore and the 50l and Miller Lite are $1.75, with a 
and as~forTony if you're inter- Band, Thursday,FridayandSat- f~ee ~uffet a.thalf~time. Tuesday e~ted m th~ dance .contest they urday. There is no cover, but every night except Sundays, The Breakfast Club, Inc. mghtis~exicanmghtwithjumbo 
, will be haV1ng starMg Oct. 8. A you must be 2 l to get in. when they are closed. Monday holds more than 600 and stays marguentes, tequila or Coronas $100w~ekl~firstpnzeand$500 Wednesday and Friday it has a night is football, and Wednes- openmuchlaterthanmostother f~r ~2: We~nesday night is La-fi~al pnze will be awarded. That lingerie show at noon. Every day nights they hold a Karoake nightclubs. The club is closed dies m~tw1thfree well, draft and 
will be o~ Tuesday nights, which weekday happy hour is from 8_ sing-along contest with a cruise Mondays and opens every other house wme for the Ladies from 9-
'* feature hv.e comedy and an All- ~Oa.m. and5-7p.m. The capac- for first prize. nightat8:30p.m. Thoseofdrink- 10 p.m. From 10 p.m. to ~los~g. 
Male Rev1.ew for the 18 and up Ity is more than 200, and they Townsend's has live Top 40 ing age can bring theirown and dnnks are $1. Thursday 1t ofiers 
crowd. Dnnks are ~ree until 11 also have four pool tables and dance music Tuesday through all ages are welcome until 1 :30 50 cent draft and dollar shots from 
p.m., but the cover is $5. dart games. · Saturdaynight. Thereisnocover a.m., except for Thursdays. On 8 p.m.-12 a.m . 
. Three days later, Resurrec- Kicks,attheOrlandoAirport charge and the minimum age is Thursdaynight,theyhaveaMale Every weeknight Pineapples 
tion com.es b~ck, this time with Marriot, has a capacity of 127. only 18. Review from 8:30 p.m. until has a free bu~et from 5-7 p.m. progressiv~ hve bands like The Theminimumageis21,butthere For Monday night football, midnight for women 18 and up Happy hour is e~ery weekday 
Sharks, Wide World and Alter is no cover. Happy hour lasts hotdogs are 50 cents, pitchers only. fr~m 4- 7 p.m., with $1.25 well 
E.go. ~rafts are free until mid- from4:30until8:30.p.m. Tues- aretwoforoneanddraftsare75 For those 18 and up, The drmks? $1 dra~ts, $1_.50 
rught w1~ a $5 cover. Eighteen day and Saturday nights are La- cents. Wedne~day ni.ghts are Breakfast Club is open until 5 B~Jwe1ser,. Bud Lig~t. Miller ~ and up will be admitted. Thurs- dies' Night, with dollar drinks Long Neck Nights with $1.25 a.m., except for Friday and Sat- Lite and Miller Genume Draft. 
day night is a Dance Party fea- for ladies.-The have a Top 40 DJ longnecks. Thursday nights pitch- urday nights, when they stay Saturday, for $5, you can get all 
, ers are two for one and drafts are open until 6 a.m. The cover is $6 the well, draft and house wine 
----r============~· -------. 75 cents. Monday through Satur- regularly and $7 on Friday and you can drink for free from 6 to 
'• .. day from 3-7 p.m. is happy hour. Saturday nights. Sunday is 9 p.m>Sunday, wings are two 
Allied Health Monday through Friday from 5-7 reggae, Tuesday is_ club/house for one, drafts are 75 cents, and 
Professionals & p.m. it offers a free buffet. music, Wednesday is Latin, pitchers are $3. A Top 40 band 
Administrators The Off the Edge Lounge, Thursday is again club/house plays Tuesdays through Satur-
with a capacity of 250, has no music and on Friday and Satur- day from 8:30 p.m. to close. 
cover, but you must be at least day nights UCF student DJs The Backstage at the Clarion 
Plan a future that soars. 21 to get in. From 9 p.m. until Twice as Nice from 102 JAMZ holds more than 500. There is no 
1 :45 a.m. on Wednesday through select the sounds. cover, but you must be at least 21 
Saturday nights, The Heartbeat Club 436 holds over 500 to get in. The Backstage requests 
Bandprovidesavarietyofcoun- people. Youmustbe21 to get in. thatyoudresscasually. They have 
try and '60s rock music. TuesdaynightisMen'snight, ad- a live band, Sound Trax, Tuesday 
Take your science-related degree 
into the Air Force, and become an 
officer in the Biomedical Sciences 
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow 
faster-you'll work with other dedi-
cated professionals in a quality envi-
ronment where your contributions 
are needed. 
ln short, you 'II gain more of every-
thing that matters most to you. You 
and the Air Force. Launch now-call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-42 3-USAF 
For Monday Night Football, mission is $2 for men and $4 for through Saturday playing Top 40/ 
it offers 75 cent drafts and free ladies. Friday night is Ladies' Dance music from 9 p.m. until 
nachos. Wednesday night is night with the opposite cover 1 :30 a.m. Happy hours are from 3-
Ladies' Night with $1.25 draft charges. Saturday night is 30 and 8:30 p.m. with 50 cents off all 
and well drinks and a Most Tal- over night with a $4 cover which drinks everyday. Also, from 4L8 
ented Tongue Contest with a frequentlyincludesliveentertain- p.m. everyday, it has a compli-
$50 prize. Thursday night is ment. It is open 9:30 p.m. until 2 mentary buffet with cocktails. 
Men's Night, with $1.50 drafts a.m. 7 days a week. Mickey D's Loungehashappy 
andwelldrinks,andamini-skirt Theloungeisalsoopenevery hour from 5-7 p.m. everyday. It 
· contest with another $50 prize. day starting at 11 a.m. (there is no offers free pool on Sunday from 1-
Saturday afternoons from noon cover to get into the lounge). The 6 p.m. Ladies ' Night is Wednes-
until 6 p.m., a Bloody Mary or music is a variety, highlighting day from 7- 10 p.m. Men's Night · 
Screwdriver is only $1.50. Top 40. is Thursday from 7-10 p.m. They 
The Rockin' Rooster holds have no cover charge, but you 
nearly 200. There is no cover ex- must be 21 to get in. 
ceptonFriday andSaturday($2). Sullivan's Trailway Lounge 
It is closed on Sundays. Monday has a live Country/ Western band 
~ough Thursday from 5-7 p.m., from 8 p.m.-2 a.m. Tuesday 
drinks are offered with $1 off. through Saturday. Its Tuesday 
TheFairBankslnn, a.k.a. The night special is Recession Relief 
FBI, holds about 600. It has live Night (cover is $2) with dance 
rock 'n' roll every night with oc- lesso~at7p._m. Wednesdaynight 
casional national acts. You must (cover is $3) is Ladies' Night with 
be 18 ~dover to get in, and they 50centbardrinksforladies. Thurs-
let y.Ou in free with a college ID. daynight(coveris $3) ismember-
Tuesday is Ladies' night: the · ship night with more dance les-
ladies drink free; there is a live sons at 8 p.m. 
classicrockbandandWDIZholds Members get $1.25 beer, bar 
a ~egs contest ~ith a $1 ~ first '1Il:d call drinks and $2.25 specialty 
pnze weekly with finals. m De- ~·Members get in free every 
c~mber. ~ednesday, College ~ght. Membershipcosts$10and 
Night, beer is free. is good until 1992. 
Thursc:tayis a showcase for local Friday and Saturday nights, the 
bands. Fnday and Saturday feature cover charge is $4. Sunday night 
entertainmentprovidedby''toptour- (cover is $2) they have dance les-
~g" bands. Sunday night is tradi- sons at 6 p.m., and Monday night 
nonal Jam Night, which has been (cover is $1) they offer dance les-
going on for eight years. Monday sons at 7 p.m. These lessons are 
and Tuesday it offers free pool. free, and you must be 21 to get in. 
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Seniors lead UCF volleyball 
against Florida Southern 
by Jenny Duncanso.n 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
they have a good team." 
Florida Southern was good, but UCF 
was better. The Knights again took an 
The Lady Knights Volleyball team early lead in the third game and never let 
continueditswinningstreakon Wednes- Florida Southern get ahead. The final 
daynightbydefeatingFloridaSouthern score of game three was 15-12. 
University in four games. Their overall UCF sta'fted the fourth game in the 
record now moves to 12-3. lead but Florida Southern was right be-
The first game of the match showed hind them. They tied the game up at 12-
that the entire night would prove to be 12 and it was a battle for the finish. The 
tough for the Lady Knights. Several score was tied again at 14-14 and again 
errors on the,partofUCFallowedFlorida at 15-15. UCF put up a fight and would 
Southern to keep out ahead until the berewardedfortheireffortswithal 7-15 
score was 8-~3. The Lady Knights would win. This is the first time in three years 
then rally to win the first game 15-13. that UCF has beaten Florida Southern. 
Head coach Laura Smith said that the The victory was especially rewarding for 
.. comeback was a real confidence boost for the seniors. 
~ the' girls. ". . '· '"I am so happy ror my seniors," Smith 
"We know what we can do," Smith said. "Thelastthreeyearstheyhavelost 
Fres~.man middle hitter Wendy Babb show.~ the power hitting that 
made h~r a star at Oak Ridge High School. (Phil ParriaslFUTURE) 
said. "We just have to apply it." to Florida Southern and lost bad. I'm beating them," Pack said. "Our cpverage competition since Florida State. rm happy 
UCF took an early lead in the secon_d really elated for my seniors that we won!" on the block was great and that fros- we beat them in four." · 
gamewithascoreof5-1. Butsomemore Seniors Lisa Peterson and Linda trated them. Our outside hitting was Smithrecognizesthefactthattheteam 
costly errQrs all<>wed Florida Southern Santiago attributed ta the win by coming great and our serving was right on. Our was error prone in the beginning. During_ 
to come from the four point deficit to take up with a total of 53 kills for the team. team is definitely ~oing places!" time outs, Smith talked toher girls and t.old 
the,secondgamel~-15.Sn_rithgivescredjt ~enior Shannon Pack, who helped lead The win al~o .~bowed ~ lot of good them t.o stay calm, f~ and patient. . 
.. ..,.,.., to,,the qW!1ity o~ .the F].orid·a_ South~rn .. tp.~ ~ani wi~h ~locking, wa~ equally _ Jlµ.ngstothecoa.cb,in,.,teonsof~hecom-: ':We knew we were the ~~~r team,: . 
"'.1 , . p,r~g:ram fo~ th~ .loss. .. . . . . . l,l~PPY with the victory. . . . . ing sea§op. . . " ... , ,. , ~ _·. ., · Smith sood. "I told thew and believed Vt~ 
. ,., "_I'm .gonna give them crecijt," .. Smith . __ ~ey have alw~ys}~~.~n a go?d <?~~. . 'Tl:lls win wa~ ~ ~µ.rnipgpointforus," .. them ~d I think that~~- ~cant fQi:, 
. 'y,. s.~~ "'Ye 1~st . h~ .~eco!l~ ~~e be~.a~~~ .. ,,~~~~two tea~ ·~~ t~.s ..1 .. s our .. ~rs~ ~~ar .. ~J.Pi~9 s~~· . '"U1i~ . ~~s,,. 9~ ~rst re~~ th~i,n." .. . , . .., •::. ,. · .~ ....... 
····ucF Rugb}r Club blasts Barry 
Knights score' 22 first half points on the road in Miami 
by Jenny Duncanson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF Rugby team trav-
eled to Miami on Saturday to 
upset the Barry University 
Rugby team 22-0. 
The Saturday sun was hot 
and so were the Knights. 
Within the first ten minutes of 
the game UCF forward Al 
Wigglesworth scored a try and 
the Knights were ahead 4-0. 
Minutes later Dave Martin, 
another forward, broke the 
endline to touch d_own the ball 
for another try. Matt 
Sherbondy booted a conversion 
kick and the Knights jumped 
out ahead 10-0. 
Dave Martin had a strong 
game not only scoring a try but 
- assisting on two others. 
UCF back Joe Czachowski 
aided the cause by coming up 
_ with some long runs tO put the 
Knights deep in Barry's terri-
tory. . . 
"He ran spectacular, knock-
ing over anything and every-
thing in sight to take the ball 
as far as he could," said John 
Laspada. 
Matt Sherbondy, another 
back, would be the next to score 
a try and then he kicked an-
other conversion to make the 
score 16-0. 
Before half time forward 
+ American Red Cross 
Dave Anderson would cross the 
end line for yet another UCF 
score. Sherbondy again fol-
lowed with a conversion kick 
and the score at half time was 
22-0. 
The try was Anderson's first 
of the season and he was ex-
cited about. 
< 
''As a team, we played 
extremely well. But 
Barry showed no inten-
sity." 
- ·Randy Voegele 
UCF rugby player 
"I was following in sup.port 
of the qall," Anderson said. 
"Martin passed the ball to 
Linehan and Linehan bobbeled 
the ball a little and when he 
got hit I caµght the ball in mid-
air. I saw an opening, broke a 
tackle and scored!" 
In the first half, four of 
Barry's players had to leave 
the game due to injuries and · 
Barry could not continue the · 
game with a full team. Barty's 
Match Secretary, Jim Cook, 
decided after half time to call 
the game. 
B~t UCF will still get the 
win for their record. 
The team was disappointed 
about the game and the forfeit. 
''The game was disappoint-
ing because of lack of playing 
time," said Grant Robitzsch. 
"As a team we played ex-
tremely well," said Randy 
Voegele. "But Barry showed 
no intensity." 
Tony Arias feels the forfeit 
shows a lack of comittment on 
the part of Barry's players. 
"It was basically a question 
of men playing boys," Arias said. 
The team will take the win 
and put the game behind them. 
The next game is at home 
against Florida Atlantic Uni-
versity. This is a divisional 
game for the team and one they 
hope to win. 
''This is an important game 
and we have to win for two 
reasons," said club vice-presi-
dent Richard Germann. "One 
because it is a divisional game 
and two because every ,win 
builds momentum." 
"The guys are hungry for 
this game," said clu:b president 
Frank Diadone. "This is a real 
rivalry. We're happy to be at 
heme and we're fired up!" 
'TheRugbyClub'snext game 
against Florida- Atlantic Uni-
versity will be played on Sat-
urday and begins at 2 pm out 
on the UCF intermural fields. 
Uni ~ersity at Alalaya 
Ne· io UC6 Cit\ema 
282·2476 '· 
Catch 'Ifie Ylction 'Witli Our 
Student Special 
· Efficiencies, 1,2, & 3 Bedrooms•. Private Entrance •Patio/Porches• Tennis 
Courts • Club House ·Sparkling Pool! 
3650 Summer Wind Drive . · r:?Jf 
Between Colonial & Unlve<SUy off ot SR436 ~:~ b 
M-T 9 to 5, Fri&9~o~~~9~o~. Sun. 12~~\~ 
JI RTCARV[Q 
The University Bookstore Sept. 301h - Oct. ya lO:OOam - 4:00pm i: 
$15.00 Deposit Required · . . 0 
1 Spttfal l'•ymcnl Plan• Avaib~le •••id! 
BEA STAR! 
Sing Along Machine 
.; -,~ f riday October 4th, IO:OO PM 
FREE Tape of Each STAR 
UCF's ONLY KARAOKE SHOWI 
• 
• ( j · · ~ ~ •-, \ ~ 1 I . i • : ' I ' , -. t 
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Intramural flag football 
fields fraternal warfare 
.. 
by Harris Ahmed 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The 1991 Flag Football sea-
son, provided by UCFs Recre-
ational Services, kicked· off on 
v Sept. 16 with almost the same 
kind of gridiron action you might 
find on TV but with a few excep-
tions. 
The fields are smaller, the 
games only last an hour, there 
are no tackles (or so we may 
think), and there is a lot ofbad-
mouthing that would make any 
censorship board sick to their 
stomachs. 
After two weeks into the sea-
son, Sigma Chi I is off to a good 
start as they lead Urn "A" 
their first win of the season over 
Pike 1(1-1) with a final score of 
26-13. The "Nupes" record is 
now 1-0-1. Both Alpha Tau 
Omega I and TKE (Tau Kappa 
Epsilon) I also have 1-1 records. 
In the "A" Independent divi-
sion, both Air Assault and NBA 
Get Some have jumped into a . 
first place tie, each with a 2-0 
record. 
Both Sherwood and The 
Rebels are tied for second at 1-
1, while The Mean Machine (0-
2-1),The Cheapshots (0-1-1), 
The Black and Gold Crusaders 
and the FCA Heirborne team 
are yet to grab a win. 
The "B" League's Knight Di"' 
vision has Lambda Chi II, Sigma 
. Chi II and Pike II in a three-way 
tie for first with 2-0 records. • League's Fraternity division with a 3-0 record. Three-time 
defending League champion 
Lambda Chi I posted their first 
"I'm almost sure that we'll 
win this season," said Pike II 
defensive captain Oscar Del Rio. 
"If our offense can score, we'll 
outdistance our opponents this 
Kappa Alpha Psi quarterback Mike Adams ol)truns a Pike defender in a September 26 
game. Adams' team pulled of a 26-13 win . (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE) 
"' win of the season last Thursday 
over Sig Ep I (0-2) after an excit-
ing game with SAE (Signia Al-
,, pha Epsilon) I (0-1-1) in the first 
week that ended in a 14-14 tie. 
"Sigma Chi has got a tough 
team," said Lambda Chi cap-
" tain Doug Anderson. ''I think 
we've just gotta play to the best 
of our ability when we face 
them." 
Kappa Alpha Psi also posted 
year." , 
Pike II has gone 51-3 in the 
past 3 years, with a preseason 
win over SAE I, 26-12, under 
their belt. 
There's an even tighter "top 
spot" race in the Pegasus divi-
sion with AW.A., FIJI, ACA-
CIA and The 0-Town Phillys 
tied up at 2-0. 
"It looks like we could win 
the whole thlng this season," 
said FIJI lineman Randy Jones. 
"There's no reason why we 
shouldn't." 
The Tribe, T.KD., Phi Delt, 
and Kappa Sigma trail the divi-
sion, 0-2. 
Both Milwaukee's Best and 
K-V ASA have had very impres-
sive showings in the Gemini 
Division, each with 2-0 records. 
1 records, while the Crusaders 
and Bad Company are yet to 
post their first wins of the sea-
son. 
Finally, we hit the Women's 
League, where last year's divi-
sion leader, the Tri-Delts, are 
currently leading the Sorority 
Division at 2-0 with Delta 
Gamma, the Zetas, the Pi Phi's 
and Kappa Delta tied for second 
at 1-1, while Alpha Delta Pi is 
"We should do pretty good 
·-----;::::::~===,==~======, =======:=::;.=====t"----i this year," said Milwaukee's 
captain Sean Carnahan. "We 
1992 BSN have a lot of speed on our of-
STUDENTS. fense and good orga~zation on 
defense." Carnahan also com-
mented on player experience. 
· "I think we'll do awesome this 
year," said DG Captain Debbie 
Leicht. "We have a really good 
team and a really good coach." 
Delta Gamma's coach, Kevin 
Straub, brings a lot of gridiron 
experience to the team as a 
former football coach at Semi-
nole High School. 
.. 
.. 
Enter the Air ·Force Carnahan himself has played 
immediately after gradua- flagfootballforthepast3years. 
tion - without waiting for the The Sequel, The Hedgehogs, 
results of your State Boards. You TheBombSquadandDeltaTau 
In the Independent division, 
the Dirty Dozen, BAD and Team 
Green are off to a hot start at 2-can earn greaJ benefits as an Air Delta are tied for second with 1-
Force nurse officer. And if selected 
during your senior year, you may 
qualify for a five-month internship 
at a major Air Force medical facili-
ty. To apply, you'll need an overall 
2.50 GPA. Serve your country 
while you serve your career. 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOllFREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
if you have experienced downtime ... 
now experience 
uptime 
,. 
286 l2mhz .............................. $7Cf<1XJ 
386 33mhz Cache ..... .......... S l l Cf<1XJ 
486 33/256 Cache .. ............. S 179900 
American Red Cross 
Pl,8Y IT RGmn 
SPt'tRTS 
NJ::ED CASH? 
·WE'LL BUY YOUR USED SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
WE BUY • SELL • TRADE 
& CONSIGN USED & NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
(407) 699-1969 
1667 south highway 17-92 
longwood, florida 
Second Location Coming Soon ·: 
Unlgold Shopping center 
University Blvd. 
PUT US TO THE TEST. 
SSAT • PSAT • SAT• ACHIEVEMENTS• ACT • LSAT • 
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO 
•OAT• TOEFL• NMB •NOB• NCLEX-RN • MSKP • 
FMGEMS • FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE 
If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first. 
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over 
one million students. Let us prove it to you. 
I KAPLAN 
STANlEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
3403 Technological Plaza 
Orlando, Florida 
(407) 273-7111 
1 Mile West Of UCF 
0, while the FCALadies Team, 
The Newman Raiders, and 
"Don't Break My Nail" are trail-
ing at 0-2. _ 
Team Green brings a lot 
more experience to this divi-
sion as last year's National Flag 
Football champs in New Or-
leans. 
"Based on what we've done, 
I think we'll do pretty good this 
season," said captain Deidre J. 
Klein. 
Unfortunately, because of 
complications in their first 
week of play, Team Green will 
not be appearing in the post-
season tournament held in No-
vember: 
The games are played Mon-
day thro.ugh Thursday with all 
Independent "A" teams play-
ing on Wednesdays on the rec-
reational field. 
Don't get wrecked. If you're not 
sober-orwu're not sure-
let someone ·else do the driving 
A mes..'i:lge prO\ided by this ilewspaper 
and Heer Dtinkers of AmeriL-;1 
*""'1**M -* .. ~* 
• * 
* ®°"' BEER DRINKERS 
OF AMERICA 
PARTY•SMART 
National Headquarters 
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
7141557-2337 
1-800-441-2337 
"lkl'f llrink~rs nf .\m••ric;1 is~ noo-pmfit cn11su111t·r nic1;1™,-•rship orw111i1~uiu11 n1ic11 only tu persons ·~~r 1 l11·a~~ of .I. . 
{\ 
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Dickinson· gives Knights 
points to ponder with 
his lethal punt returns 
by Glenn carrasquillo 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Coach Gene McDowell said 
he was "amazing." Quarterback Ron Johnson said that "he's the 
man." An Orlando Sentinel 
sportswriter nicknamed him 
Mike "all the way'' Dickinson. 
Such adjectives hav.e been 
used to describe the punt re-
turn escapades of UCF wide 
receiver Mike Dickinson. 
return for a touchdown in a ca-
reer , held by several former 
Knights. 
While Dickinson shines in 
the spotlight of the special teams 
scoring ach ievements, the play-
ers and coaches point out that it 
takes a team effort to make a 
great return possible. 
. ·- "Our guys did a great job of 
springing Dickinson for the 
touchdown;" McDowell said. 
"They set up the wall and Matt 
Parris threw a key bkck that 
led to the score." 
All that Dickinson did Satur-
day night was return a punt 70 
yards for what proved to be the 
winning touchdown in UCFs 
32-6 victory over Bethune-
Cookrnan College. 
With 11:15 leftin the second 
quarter and the score tied at 
six, DickinSQn caught a punt at 
the UCF 30 yard line. The punt 
Guys like Parris and the rest 
of the special team players aren't 
worried about-recognition. They 
are relishing in the success of 
Dickinson and just happy to get 
in the endzone. 
· "After we set up the blocks 
JufliQ.r wide receiver Mike Dickinson finishes off a 70-yard punt return for a touchdown to 
rack up h~ third for the season, one short of the Div. I-AA record. (Mtchae1 0e Hoog1FuruRE) 
. return team set up a wall of 
blockers and Dickinson found 
an open lane down the left side-
line for the score. "I stutter-
stepped right and then went 
left," Dickinson said. "The punt 
return team set up a perfect 
wall and I got the easy job of 
running the football into the 
endzone." 
Returning punts. for touch-
downs, usually a rare phenom-
enon, has become a regular oc-
currence for Dickinson, who had 
an 86-yard return against Troy 
State and a 63-yarder against 
James Madison- earlier this 
year. Dickinson now ranks sec-
ond in the nation with his three 
touchdown returns. 
Florida A&M University has a 
puntreturnerwhohasrunback 
four punts for TD's. The previ-
ous UCF record was one punt 
UCFVS. B-CC 
FROM PAGE 20 
In the meantime, Dickinson 
continued to dazzle teammates, 
opponents, and fans alike. The 
Knights' return man fielded a 
44-yard punt by Lyles at his 
own 30-yard line and raced 70 
yards down the sideline for the 
go-ahead touchdown, his third 
of the season. 
"It was a great team pfay,'' 
Dickinson said of the return. "I 
got a great block by Tim John-
son to help me get past the first 
line of defenders; I stutter-
stepped past another defender 
on the play and then Matt Parris 
gave me a good block that al-
lowed me to break down the 
sideline for the touchdown." 
Dickinson is now only one 
return away from the NCAA 
. KIDS NEED 
THE 
BOYS CLUB. 
WE NEED 
YOUR HELP. 
BOYS CLUBS 
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC. 
The Club that beats the .sJreets. 
and watch Mike go running and sat out two games, but he 
down the sideline we run into has bounced back through the 
the endzone and jump on him," Knights' first five games this 
special team member Perin year and has caught 15 passes 
Holsapple said. "We spend more for 226yards. He still feels there 
energy in celebrating than in is room for improvement in his 
the play itself." pass catching game. 
"Those guys have really been "I've been working on thiiigs 
doing an excellent job," to become more consistent. 
, Dickinson said. "They really give We've studied some films ofNFL 
up their body for the sake of the receivers and I tried some thines 
return. Especially when def en- tonight and was able to tum the 
sive backs who are outweighed DB so that will help" Dickinson 
by 20 or 30pounds have to get in said. 
front of guys coming down· the · "He(Dickinson)hasgoodfoot 
field at full speed." speed and pass catching abil-
Although often the smallest ity," offensive coordinator Mike 
player on the field himself, listed Kruczek said. "I'm very happy 
at 5feet10inches,150 pounds, with his overall play so far." 
Dickinson has had a successful With touchdowns coming as 
year thus far as a starting wide often as they have been for 
receiver. Dickinson, any passes caught 
Last year there was some - -arejustgravyfortheKnightsin 
concern after he was knocked their quest for the NCAA I-AA 
out of a game with a concussion playoffs. 
record held by four players. The 
feat was most recently accom-
plished in 1988 by Howard 
Huckaby of.Florida A&M Uni-
versity. 
"It would be a great thing for 
our program if we could get the 
record," Dickinson said, "But it 
wouldn't be just an individual 
accomplishmentforme; ~would 
be a ·whole team accomplish-
ment for the guys who block for 
me as well." . 
''They just built a wall on 
that play," saidB-CC head coach 
Larry Little, "And we couldn't 
deal with it." 
The Knights' sp~cial teams 
continued to shine in the second 
half On the Wildcats forirth play 
following intermission, Ariail 
blocked his second punt off of 
Lyles, this one through the B-
CC end-zone for a safety. 
Grilla added a 28-yard field _ 
goal on UCFs next possession 
to give the host team an 18-6 
lead. · 
Senior quarterback Ron 
Johnson started the second half 
and led his"team on two scoring 
drives to ice the game. 
When askedhow hefeltabout 
being the starting quarterback 
again, J ohnsol). said, "I don't 
know how to answer that. Am I 
the starter? 
"All I know is that God has a 
plan for me; unfortunately, I 
don't always know what it is. 
I'm just glad I got to play to-
night." 
As usual, junior running back 
Willie English led all runners with 
1 OOyards on 20 carries to raise his 
season total to 559 yards. It was 
English's fourth 100-plus yard I 
game of the season. _ ! 
FREE SCHOLARSHIP MONEY 
6 BILLION AVAILABLE 
YOU CAN NQT LOSE 
NO PROOF OF PRESENT INCOME NEEDED 
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET PROOF OF AN AWARD 
$25 TO $100 ...................................... $15 
$100 TO $150 .................................... $25 
$150 TO $250 .................................... $50 
$250 TO UNLIMffED ......................... $75 
COLLEGE FOR MANY 
P.O.BOX 570097 ORLANDO, FL. 32807 
~lf.>O®©@lf.>~lb ©~[M)~lUJ® [M]OIM~®'ifffilW 
~oly Eucharist, Rite II 
Noon Wednesday, Room 214 
STUDENT CENTER 
ALI:. ARE WELCOME TO ATT;END 
AND PARTICIPATE 
Fr. Ashmun Brown, Episcopal Chaplain -823-2482 
''Wliat does it profit a man to gain. tfie wfw(e W<7rU but suffer tlie ross of euma£ fife? 
This Year, 
Upgrade To Trel<. · 
I II BIKE WORKS -, -
Z75-J976 •'•' 6= __ 
9100 E. Colonial in Orlando at Beltway 
(formerly BikeKing) 
Full Service, Accessories & Parts. 
• 
.. 
• 
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. 
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. RUN FOR KIDS · 
FROM PAGE20 
.., things, my 60th or 70th road race but my 
first in 11 years," Salvagio said. "Some-
body saw me at the games running 
around, who had trained John Travolta 
• and several other celebrities. He came to 
me and said fll train you for free so I do 
everything he tells me to do. 
.. 
"The time involved as "Fan of the 
Year" actually hurts my practice as a 
criminal defense attorney. But I support 
UCF because they are the home team." 
Ken Morse, who finished first in the 
team. race, had a more charitable pur-
pose in running. 
"I'm in the Air Force ROTC and a 
Sigma Chi pledge so I'm running for 
~ 
them but I spoke with Dr. Tucker several 
times last week," Morse said. "I know 
this helps out the kids. I really respect 
the bottom line of this-race." 
C : - r ~ ' • 1 , 1 1 I ~ 'I ' I I 1 1 ~ _l l c i t • ' · 
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· The theater department once again ~ 
contributed fr~e face painting for race 
participants and several Greek organi-
zations helped out in other facilities . 
. Sigma Chi manned a refreshment stand 
as they do every year 
First, second and third place awards 
were given away for the 5,000 Meter 
Race. Prizes were also given to the first 
three males and females over the age of 
forty and in each of the fifteen age divi-
sions. 
Ribbons were given to those finishing 
fourth through tenth and corporate The UCF men's basketball team used the 5-K to tune-up their bodies 
awards were also given.. for the 1991 season. Coach Joe Dean stands to the left. (John Rlvera1FUTURE) 
A Sigma Chi's final strides in the 
Team Race. (James FergusontFUTURE) 
THRESHOLD 
FROM PAGE 20 
-
women's race from start to finish. She 
won in 17:58. -
"I'm pleased that I won," Barfield said, 
"But that time is not good for me. I was 
trying to keep up with some of the men, 
but without some of the women back 
there to push me, I didn't run as fast. 
"I ran it in 17:22 last year and I was 
hopingtorunitinl 7:10thisyear,butl'm 
glad I won." 
Mother Nature seemed to smile fa-
vorably on the event· as the 
participantswere blessed with nearly 
perfect weather. Both the men's and 
women's champions agreed that i~ was 
a beautiful day for running. 
"It was a nice day for runriers, for 
the spectators, and for football," Juba 
laughed. 
"Today was almost perfect, but yes-
terday would have been even better; it 
was so much cooler," Barfield s'aid. 
"The colder it is, the faster I run.". 
The first person to cross the finish 
line was neither Juba nor Barfield, but 
Tom Sellers of Daytona Beach. Sellers 
took the wheelchair division for the 
second consecutive year in an astound-
ing time of12:35, lopping more than a 
minute off of the course record. 
"I feel great right now," Sellers said. 
"This is a pretty good course. That last 
mile or so of it is a little uphill and the 
wind was in our faces. I wanted to try 
and run it (the race) somewhere in the 
11 minute range; if it hadn't been for 
that last part of the course, I think I 
could have done it." 
Although Sellers has been racing for 
only a year and four months, he h~s 
come a long way during that time and 
is looking £o go even further. 
"I've qualified for the Nationals to 
try out for the team going to the Olym-
pics in Barcelona next summer," Sell-
ers said. "In the meantime, l'mgoingto 
compete in all of the Grand Prix events 
and just do the best I can." 
Don't be surprised if Sellers' best 
does indeed take him to Barcelona next 
year; he just may find gold in Spain. 
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UCF whips 'Wildcats, weather 
by Dave Meadows 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Franco Grilla. 
"Their defense hit really hard," Dickinson said. 
., 
"They did a good job of containing us in the first half." • 
It didn't rain on UCF's football parade Saturday 
night; it just rained. 
The Knights overcame both the weather and the 
Wildcats of Bethune-Cookman College for a 32.-6 vic-
tory before a Florida Citrus Bowl crowd of 16,066. 
The win pushed UCF over the .500 mark both on the 
season and in their series with B-CC. The Knights 
improved their record to 3-2 for the year and took a 6-
5 series lead against the Wildcats; B-CC fell to 2-2. 
The Wildcats sustained their only drive of the night 
on their second possession, driving 84 yards in 16 plays. 
Senior running back Donnie Hogan carried the ball 
across the .goal line from one yard out, giving B-CC its ' 
only score of the contest. Sophomore place kicker Jarvis 
Daniel's extra-point attempt sailed wide to the left and 
the Wildcats led by three. 
"I think this is the best team they've (B-CC) had 
since we started playing them," said UCF head coach 
Gene McDowell. "Their defense played us really tough; 
they made us work." 
Quarterback Darrin Hinshaw, making his first start 
of the season, brought UCF right back on the Knights 
en suing possession, leading them on a 67-yard, 14-play 
drive. HinshawandcompanystalledatB-CC's22-yard \ 
line and Grilla drilled a 40-yarder to knot the score. 
"We knew we could beat them," said wide receiver 
Mike Dickinson, ''But it wasn't easy." 
The first half of the game belonged to UC F's special 
teams as they repeatedly came up with big plays and 
scored the Knights' first 18 points of the evening. 
For the fourth time in as many weeks, the Knights' 
starting signal caller did not finish the ballgame, but ,.. 
this time the quarterback controversy will remain on 
the back burner for the time being. 
The freshman passer was knocked out of the game 
in the second quarter with a shoulder injury. ~· 
"lgotknockedtothegroundonmyleftside,"Hinshaw 
said. "I felt something snap and when I looked, I noticed 
The special teams struck on just the fourth play of 
the game when junior linebacker Scott Ariail blocked 
Carl Lyles' punt; freshman receiver Mark Whittemore 
recovered the ball for UCF at the Wildcats' 19-yard line. 
the bone was sticking out." .. 
"He (Lyles) got a bad snap on that play," McDowell 
said. "Then he bobbled it around before he finally 
kicked it and, by that time, our guy (Ariail) broke 
through and blocked it." 
· It is not known at this time how serious the injury is , 
or how long H~shaw will be sidelined. 
"It could be anywhere from two days to three }\'eeks," 
McDowell said. · ~ 
Hinshaw completed 10 of 20 passes for 1 7S. yards 
UCPs leading rusher Willie English ran 20 times. 
for 100 yards and 2 touchdowns. (Jim FergusorvflJTURE) 
B-CC's defense would not allow the UCF offense to 
find the end zone right away and, thus, the Knights had 
to settle for a 26-yard field goal by junior placekicker 
and one interception during his stint. · 
UCF vs. B-CC continued page 18 
Threshold "Run for Kids" returns· to UCF campUs 
13th annual fundraiser for Threshold Inc. hauls 
in record $20, 000 from registrants, · sponsors 
by Jamie Johnson with his love for children to come up with 
SPORTS EDITOR the idea for the race. . 
According to Tu.cker, the $20,000 
The official Track Shack number r aised by the race will be of even greater 
pinned to 21-month old Gracie Holden value by the time Threshold goes to use 
almost covered her entire body. As she it. 
walked toward the starting point of the "The money that we raise actually 
13th Annual Threshold "Run for the doubles and triples in value because it's 
Kids" kiddie race, an on-lookers could a matching program," Tucker said. 
see was a huge number 465 with two "Whatever we rruse is matched by other 
little legs emerging beneath it and her sources. We .will be helping build the 
golden_ blonde hair and g1earning blue ·buildings. I imagine this race will earn 
eyes peeking over the top. Thresho1d$145,000anditalsoincreases 
Gracie was one of many children to awareness of Threshold." 
participate in the 1-rnile kiddie run in a ., Joe Wright, ;n his fourth year of work-
day devoted to kids, but this annual ing with Threshold, agreed with Tucker. 
fundraiser for the Threshold foundation "It really helps fundraising and get-
benefits another kind of child. ting, the buildings built because we're 
In the midst of a race day atmosphere, growing a lot,'' Wright said. "It helps with 
there were many sideshows, but ev~ry the supplies the kids will need. The pur-
person' s presence aided the handicapped pose of our program is to better the lives 
or"developmentallydelayed".children of ofkids who otherwise would be institu-
Threshold Inc. tion.alized. 
"I don't know how many finishers we "The race brings more awareness to 
had," race director Dr. Ri~hard fucker thepublicoftheneedsofspecialcarethat 
said. "But we had over 1,400 registrants our kids hav~, care that Threshold of-
which is an all-time high. I think we will fers." 
have over $20,000 for Threshold." Not every participant in the ~ce ran 
Tucker, of the UCF psychology de- with the Threshold program in mind but 
partment,isoneofthefoundersofThresh- their registration helped the cause any-
old. In 1979, Tucker united his love for way. ' 
the Central Florida road racing circuit Several community figures were 
21-month-old Gracie Holden ~eaches for the security of her mother's 
hand moments before the start _of the Kiddie Run. (John Rivera1FUTURE) 
present including the National Basket-
ball Association's "Fan of the Year," Den-
nis Salvagio. Salvagio was in the midst 
of a fitness program that has already 
dropped more them 40 pounds off his 
frame. 
"This is probably, iii the scheme of 
RUN FOR KIDS continued page 19 
FINISH 
, 5-K sets pace. for, 1.991-1992 Grand Prix Series 
· by Dave Meadows 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Some of the top runners in Florida 
flocked to the University of Central 
Florida campus Saturday momjng for 
the 13th Annual Threshold "Run for the 
Kids". 
'rhe event helps raise funds forThresh-
old Inc., a private institution which spe-
cializes in the treatment of dysfunctional 
children. 
"We've raised over a quarter of a mil-
lion dollars (for Threshold's expansion 
program) with these races," said race 
announcer Russ Russel. 
·The 5,000 meter race officially kicks 
off the 1991-92 season as the first event 
in the Track Shack Grand Prix Series. 
More than 1,400 contestants ran in this 
year's edition. 
The men's race was won by Ed Juba of 
Orlando, one of Florida's fastest and 
best-known runners. Juba crossed the 
finish line in 15:01, well off-the course 
record of 14:35. 
"I knew I wasn't going to break it (the 
record)," Juba said after the race. "I'm 
not in my best shape this early in the 
season; I'm usually in my best shape by 
December or after the first of the year. 
"It's not good to peak too early because 
then you have nothing left by the middl~ 
of the season." 
Juba was one of six runners battling 
for the lead during the first two miles of 
the race; but at the 2.2 mile point, Juba 
kicked into high gear and was never 
seriously challenged afterward. 
"Mark Cathman tried to push me for 
about a quarter of a mile," Juba said, 
"But then I picked up the pace and he 
tailed off. At that point, I knew I was in 
charge." 
UCF's own Cindy Goethals-Barfield, 
a physical therapy student, led the 
THRESHOLD continued page 19 
One of 1,400 registrants for the 
5-K finishes Smiling.Jim Ferguson/FUTURE) 
UCF/8-CC Game Stats page 18 · 
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